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Students bike to help DM
Members of Sigma
Chi trek from
Cincinnati to
Bowling Green for
the kids.
By Laura Neidert
CREEK LIFE REPORTER

Seventeen people, eighteen
bicycles, 175 miles.
Thai's what several members
of the University Greek community will be trying to conquer
while many University students
will be dancing.
The weekend of March 23 —
the same weekend as Dance
Marathon — the 17 bicyclers will
ride 175 miles from Cincinnati to
Bowling Green. Once in town,
they will ride into the Student

Recreation Center during the
Dance Marathon final countdown March 25.
Sigma Chi brother Mark
Johnston came up with the idea
for the ride back in September.
He had wanted to do something
like this on a personal level when
he graduated, but then said,
"Why wait? I thought doing it for
a good cause would be better."
The idea began to spread when
Johnston took it to his Sigma Chi
chapter meeting.
He was not initially taken seriously by the brothers.
"They all thought, what the
heck is he doing?" Johnston said.
"Then Joe Skariah, the Sigma Chi
house director, decided to join
up and people began to take me
more seriously."
Skariah said, "It was a really
great and innovative idea I knew

it would be done well and that it
was a good opportunity to bond
with the guys in the chapter."
Fifteen other people joined
the team.
The group as a whole hopes to
raise $4,000 for Dance
Marathon. They plan to accomplish this through flat pledges
and donations, and each rider
must raise $200.
They also have some fundraisers planned, such as selling Tshirts which the riders will also
wear out on the ride. Those will
cost $ 12, with $8 going directly to
Dance Marathon.
Johnston wanted to do this to
"really make an impact and show
leadership through action. Other
organizations can do the same
kind of thing to make money.
There are so many ways to fund
raise for charity."

"It was a really
great and innovative idea. I knew it
would be done
well and that it
was a good opportunity to bond
with the guys in
the chapter."
JOE SKARIAH. SIGMA CHI HOUSE
DIRECTOR

Skariah said, "Even though it is
my first year at the University,
I've heard so much about Dance
Marathon. I just felt that it was a
really good cause."
The riders are participating in

an intense training program.
They have group rides on
Saturdays and during the week.
Each member attempts to do
one 30 minute ride per week, a
leg workout and three days a
week of riding with an emphasis
on distance.
"I'm completely new to this in
terms of training, but I'm looking
forward to it. I saw Dance
Marathon last year as a spectator, and it looked like a lot of fun,"
Audria Stout, Pi Beta Phi house
director, said.
"This is meant to be a mental
and physical challenge, but I
wanted to make a really big difference for Dance Marathon,"
Johnston said. "It's taken a long
time to plan, but so far it's gone
really well. I've just been overwhelmed with the response."

Falun Gong banned in China
Amanda Ambroza
WORIO AND NATION REPORTER

The Chinese government
has banned the practices of
a spiritual group called the
Falun Gong, following a tradition of discouraging anything that could potentially
distract
from
the
Communist ideology.
Since its introduction to
the general public in 1992.
Falun Gong has become an
integral part of the lives of
millions of people in over 40
countries. Also known as
Falun Dafa, the practice is a
combination of special exercises and meditation similar
to yoga or Tai Chi and the
study of cultivating moral
character
through
the
teachings of founder Li
Hongzhi, who was exiled
from China and now lives in
New York City.
Last Tuesday, a protest in
Tienamen Square led to five
members of the group setting themselves on fire,
holding their arms in a meditation pose while their bodies burned. One of the
demonstrators died, and
four were hospitalized.
Upholding an image of
peace, the Falun Gong
responded to the incident
with denial, stating instead
that the act was one of
protest against the government.
"This so-called suicide
attempt
on
Tienamen
Square has nothing to do
with the Falun Gong practitioners because the teachings of Falun Gong prohibit
any form of killing," said a
group's representative, who
remained anonymous, in a
statement to MSNBC News.
Since the demonstration
last week, the Beijing police

Associated Press Photo

On STAGE: Falun Gong meditation followers creatie the characters that represent, "truthfulness, benevolence and tolerance.",
force has imposed the
strongest security in years,
patrolling the protest area
with extra officers and
stacking fire extinguishers
all over the Square.
According to a representative from the Falun Gong,
"Beijing has killed more
than 100 followers over the
last two years and thrown
tens of thousands of members into prison camps and
psychiatric hospitals."
Associated Press Photo
Associated Press Photo
The government of China disON
FIRE:
Smoke
rises
from
the
scene
where
Falun
Gong worON GUARD: A military police
putes the figures and claims that
officer stands guard in
the Falun Gong is the country's shipers set themselves on fire in Bejing's Tienamen Square, in an
Bejing's Tienamen Square.
number one threat, even more apparent suicide attempt that left one sect member dead.
serious than the freedom fighters of Tibet
In Ohio, centers for the study lation, as does the University of
United States has become a
Facing such opposition in its refuge for many members of the of Falun Gong are located in Wisconsin at Madison.
originating land, many practi- Falun Gong, with several prac- Cleveland, Cincinnati and
"We are benefiting from this
tioners of Falun Gong have fled tice and study facilities existing Columbus.
the country in order to practice in almost every state, often on
The University of Michigan
CHINA, PAGE 5
their spirituality freely. The college campuses.
has an active Falun Gong popu-

Shuttle route expands
THE BG DEWS

A new campus shuttle route
that includes stops at the airport,
field house, and overflow parking
lot started yesterday. The route
will run Monday through
Thursday from 7-10 p.m.
It will arrive at bus stops about
once every ten minutes.
James Beaupre, equipment
maintenance superintendent at
the University, said that they have
had requests from students who
need this route because of safety
considerations.
The new route will run until
March 8. when it will be reviewed
and evaluated. At that time, the

new route will either be continued on a more permanent basis
or will be eliminated.
lenn Dushaw, a junior, said the
route "is a much needed safety
precaution for the safety of the
students in the dimly-lit parking
area"
She also added that the new
route could discourage car
thieves because there would be
more people in the area
Beaupre said that there will be
no additional new buses this year.
The department's only added
cost for the new shuttle stops will
be extra fuel.

U. adopts new slogan
ByBradWddeton
STAFF REPORTER

Last week, the University
began a new, more aggressive
advertising campaign to recruit
students.
The latest marketing blitz was
initiated with the appearance of
75 outdoor advertisements that
surfaced
around
both
Northeast and Northwest Ohio
The campaign's slogan "Get
the BiG Picture" is centered on
the University's familiar abbreviated moniker. It is the continuation of a theme used by the
University in other admission
projects.

New TV and radio advertisements will appear this week.
They are "high energy, musicbased ads in the style of
Radiohead and Moby," said
Fred Connor, advertising manager with the Office of
Marketing
and
Communication.
Why a new marketing campaign? Gary Swegan, Interim
Director of Admissions, said a
decrease in attendance over the
past Presidents Days prompted
the change.
"Over the last three years, our
numbers on Presidents Day
have ranged from 2.200 in 2000
to 2,600 in 1999," Swegan said.

The new strategy, combined
with the recent mailing of
24,000 personal invitations and
online event registration
options, will aim to boost those
numbers to an all-time high.
Presidents Day is Feb.19.
Communica, a Toledo-based
advertising firm, is in charge of
the new campaign.
Connor said, "Presidents Day
is a fantastic opportunity for
high school students to see first
hand what a wonderful venue
we here at BGSU have to offer.
We can provide major university opportunities along with a
small college atmosphere."
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Black
issues
topic of
forum
By Marie Chiche
WORID AND NATION

EPORTER

The second Black Issues
Conference was held Sunday in
Olscamp from 8 am. to 5 p.m.
Sponsored by the Center for
Multicultural and Academic
Initiatives, the conference gathered 200 people.
"We organized the conference
to raise awareness on issues in the
black community and to provide
a forum for those issues to be discussed," said Christine Walker,
member of the Black Issues
Conference Committee.
According to Akisha Dailey, a
sophomore and member of the
committee, the conference aimed
at enhancing the students' academic environment and promoting
issues affecting their lives. It also
attempted to find ways to collaborate within society and become
better citizens.
While most of the attendants
were African American, diverse
representatives of multicultural
organizations also attended the
conference.
"As a student leader, I think it's
important to be aware of the different issues the different campus
groups are facing," said Danielle
Boaz,
chairman
of the
Multicultural
Organization
Roundtable.
The opening ceremony started
with the Black National Anthem.
Then, President Ribeau addressed
the audience and accepted a
$30,000 check from Verizon
Foundation on behalf of the PreCollege Enrichment Program.
A performance from the
Africana Dance Troupe dancers
and drummers put an end to the
opening ceremony and the crowd
was able to attend inspirational
sessions.
From "Reinvesting in our
Communities" to "Achieving Your
Awesome Spiritual and Mental
Potential in the 21st Century," all
the sessions were centered on a
main theme, to help students and
the rest of the community to
evolve within society.
"I thought it was very informative. It made me realize the definition of power and the influence
we can have on other people,"
said Jamica Starks, a sophomore,
about a session on "Who's Got the
Power" presented by Angelo
Brown, assistant professor in
Visual Communication and
Technology Education.
A two hour lunch followed the
session, with the entertainment
provided by Star Afrique, a local
hip hop group.
"They asked us to perform
because we are a hip hop group
trying to present our side of hip
hop. It's conscious hip hop with a
heavy dose of Afrccentricity' and
a general love for music," said
Ajaylhu Essen, a senior and member of Star Afrique.
The highlight of the day was the
address delivered by Sister
Souljah, a rapper and political
activist During her speech, she
stressed the importance for the
black community to return to a
more traditional African form of
community that emphasizes the
achievement and success of the
community rather than the individuals.
A book signing session was
organized after the speech, and
many students were able to have a
closer encounter with the inspirational speaker.
"I think people got a lot out of It
and it had a positive impact on
students," Walker said.
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Flag-burning raises debate on campus
By Sarah tones
II-WIIC

HARRISONBURG, Va. Wednesday's
flag-burning
protest has evoked strong reactions and lots of discussion
across the lames Madison
University campus.
Some felt the demonstrators
were doing it solely to get attention, others were just left confused, and some took up the
issue surrounding symbolic
freedom of speech.
Burning the American flag is a
constitutional right, held up by
the 1989 United States Supreme
Court case Texas vs. lohnson.
The Supreme Court ruled that
burning the flag is protected
under the First Amendment as a
form of free speech. Even
though students recognized the

legality of the act, many said
they didn't agree with it.
"I don't agree or disagree with
the actions taken by the protesters," senior Hlna Ansari said.
"They wanted people to hear
them and see them, they got
that. All they really wanted was
publicity, it would seem."
Ansari's opinion is backed up
by the fliers distributed by the
flag burning demonstrators,
which referred to their actions as
"attention getting." But others
felt burning the flag should not
be used as an attention getter.
"No one should have any reason to bum the flag," junior
Christian McGinty said. "If they
were burning the flag to get
attention, then they should find
another way to do it"
Junior laycee Stevens, presi-

dent of the JMU College
Democrats, said, "Although we
acknowledge their right to bum
the flag, not all of us agree with
the morality of the act." She
expressed the feelings of her
group. "Some of us feel there are
better approaches to express
concerns with the government
and the system."
Whether burning the flag was
the best approach or not is not
the issue the original demonstrators had in mind.
"Burning a flag was going to
get a lot of attention - we wanted a large response," said
sophomore Tim Westberg, one
of the demonstrators. "Wfe were
interested in trying to get people
to talk ... The point was not to
spark a First Amendment
debate but to spark a debate

about the state of affairs or our
government."
Even though the demonstrators were not interested in a First
Amendment discussion,- that
seems to be what Wednesday's
event has led to.
"1 respect the constitutional
rights of freedom of speech, but
thought burning the flag was
very disrespectful," senior Sean
McWeeney said.
Westberg said burning the
flag was not in disrespect of the
country or veterans, but instead
was a way to evoke conversation
among people at JMU.
"We all respect and honor our
veterans and what they did for
our country," he said.
At the flag burning, the
demonstrators handed out a
flier stating that they were burn-

ing the American flag to show
their disapproval of the U.S. government's failure to uphold the
constitutional rights of life, liberty, freedom and justice. The
action was largely a response to
the inauguration of President
George W. Bush, but many
onlookers were left confused
over the motives behind the
protest. Despite the information
in the flier, the reasons for burning the flag remained vague.
"The actual protest, we feel,
was poorly planned and exercised," Stevens said. "If they
wanted to make a statement,
they did so, but what did they
make it about? They didn't
clearly state their purpose. The
fliers were confusing and misleading and failed to state a concise purpose."

Westberg said witnesses to
the flag burning were confused
because the demonstrators
were not a recognized student
group but individuals with individual concerns about the U.S.
government.
"The main point was not to
create opposition but to start
discussion on the current issues
involving our government," he
said. Some of the issues concerning Westberg and others
involved with the demonstration were the death penalty,
women's rights and the recent
decisions made by the Bush
administration to curb abortion.
Some were also concerned with
a number of the recent Cabinet
appointees, including Attorney
General-designate
John
Ashcroft and Labor Secretary
Elaine Chao.

Former Vice President to teach at several universities
By Turner Hutchens
U-MIRE

MURFREESBORO, Term. Former Vice President Al Gore
said last week that he intends to
come to Middle Tennessee State
University as a teacher next year.
Gore, accompanied by Secret
Service agents, will be on campus
Monday. He will meet with MTSU
officials to discuss plans for his
professorship.
"That's when we'll hopefully
iron out the details," said Doug
Williams, director of MTSU News
and Public Affairs.
In addition to MTSU, Gore
plans to teach at Fisk University
in Nashville and Columbia
University in New York.
The MTSU course, as well as
the Fisk course, will be on the

subject of community building.
"I've always wanted to try
teaching," Gore told reporters last
week, "and I'm particularly excited about teaching these courses
on community building because
it's something new, and to me it's
very exciting."
"There will likely be involvement with students, on everything from families to the homeless," Williams said. "It will be
dealing with what makes strong
communities." He added that
nothing is certain yet.
One possibility is that Gore will
assume the John Seigenthaler
Chair of Excellence in First
Amendment Studies. Gore plans
to teach a seminar on news and
media in public policy at the
Columbia Graduate School of

"I've always wanted to try teaching,
and I'm particularly excited about
teaching these
courses on community building."
M. GORE, FORMER V.P.

Journalism during the current
semester.
"It wasn't hardfo convince him
at all," said U.S. Rep. Bart Gordon,
who was instrumental in convincing Gore to come to MTSU.
"His father was an alumnus,
and his official papers are there at

the Gore Center," Gordon said. "It
was just a matter of laying out to
Al that MTSU would be very
happy to have him.
"He was well aware of MTSU,
as his father went here, and it is
the largest college in what was his
district as a seriator."
"His first preference is the presidency, then to be a teacher and a
journalist," Gordon said of the
former vice president. "He'll be a
hog in slop down there."
Gordon said that while Gore's
prominence would give a great
boost to MTSU's image, he will
also have much to offer the
school as a hands-on teacher.
"In Al's case, he will be very
engaged in developing the curriculum," said Gordon. "A lot of
times with big names there will

be someone, a ghost writer, who
writes their books for them and
their speeches. Al has written
every word of his books himself,
and most of his speeches."
Gordon said that the learning
experience would likely be a dou ble-bladed sword.
"It's going to be good for the
students to interact with him, as a
person who has been all over the
world and been at the seat of
power for, really, the last decade,"
Gordon explained.
"And it's going to be good for Al
to hear from students who are
working at Pizza Hut, who are
working at other jobs to make
ends meet, who have their own
ideas about how they want their
lives to be." •
While there has been some dis-

cussion of Gore teaching at
Vanderbilt University, where he
graduated with a bachelor's
degree in journalism, it appears
that will not be the case in the
foreseeable future.
Vanderbilt spokeswoman Beth
fortune said that though there
were no plans for Gore to teach
there, he would be welcome to do
so if he were so inclined.
As for the future of Gore as a
political figure rather than an
academic figure, the future is still
uncertain.
"I'm not considering anything
political right now, but I haven t
ruled out thinking about such
things later on," Gore has told
reporters. "The only decision I've
made about politics is not to
make a decision until I've had
more time for reflection and
rest"
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Tfie sister* afQatnma- Vfii "Beta
invite, yau ta attend our
Open Ricruitment!
When:
^\
•HV)

Tonight. Jan. 30 &
Tomorrow Jan. 31 from 8-10
Where: TOB Houae
So you can meet the fir»t real
Whv:
sorority on BCSL's Campus!
Questions: Contact Brittany 2-1300
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™5 Join the Sisters of Phi MM for v2?
Open Recruitment Tonight at
9.00pm at the Phi Mu House!
Dress Casually and Bring a
Friend!

Want to get involved in activities like:
•Dance Marathon
*Rock-A-Thons
•Humane Society
"Windsor Trips
•Spring Formal
*BW3 Nights
•Bake Sales
'Silent Auctions
Information Nights:
Tues. Jan. 30 - 8:00 Conklin Meeting Room
Wed. Jan. 31 - 7:30 Mac North Lobby
Thurs. Feb 1-8:15 Kriescher-Ashley Activity Room
and 9:15 Harshman-Bromfield Activity Room

LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
521 E. MERRY - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $675.00
One Year - Two Person Rate • $560.00
805 TH11RSTIN - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
517 E. REED - At Thurslin One Bedroom. 1 Bath.
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $495.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $425.00
451 THIIRSTIN • Across from Offenhauer.
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - $370.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $335.00
505 CLOUCH - Campus Manor.
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
605 SECOND - One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $340.00
615 SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $600.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $505.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate ■ $415.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
707. 711. 715.719. 783. 727 THIRD

Alpha Phi Omega
National Coed Service Fraternity
Leadership-Fnendship-Service

Questions? Can't attend but want more information?
Contact Sheryl at shfrvligsfevah™ mm 354-1603
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Feel The Need to Advertise?
Whatever your needs, the
BG News Classified page
isthe answer!

The

Godfather

Call 372-6977
Place You Ad Today!

One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.

School Year • Furnished - One Person - $385.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $345.00
402 HICH Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furn. or Unfurn.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $575.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $480.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath,
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished.
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $505.00
649 SIXTH Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $555.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, Dishwasher. 1 Bath Plus Vanity. ^
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $585.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00
840-850 SIXTH • Rock Ledft Manor.
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $615.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00
818 SEVENTH • Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
724 S. COLLEGE - Cambridge Commons.
Two Bedroom Unfurnished, 1.5 Baths, Dishwashers.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate • $520.00

t,,ii .IOIIN \i:uu>\i:
REAL ESTATE. INC.
Rental Office :$54-226<)
Fur Viur t unvenience Ui \ri Located
\l ::i!i I.. Minister sin,i i
..111 l.un Kill
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+ Have Plans This

Summer?
worldwide vacations
for 18-35 year olds

Experience
• Europe
• Australia
• Hawaii
• Alaska
• Canada
* Egypt
* Israel
• Russia
And Morel

730

Wednesday
FREE Gish FUm Theater

Prices start at just $55 a day!
Don't Miss Contact's Information session
7pra, January 31

■

Amcricon Rim Institute Top 3 Movies ofltvc Century
Af I # J Thr Godfather Jan. 31
AFI # 2 Casablanca Feb. 25
Afl#l GlizciiKane liar. 7
ISn H ic |t il lo i |oi i hi |
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Speaking of a
haircut:

CROSSWORD
^■<

ACROSS
1 Fonddu ,W1
4 Ho«

I

accountable
9 Fcepiece

It has been brought to the
attention of Page 3 that
mullets are indeed predicted as the fashion
breakthrough of 2001. It is
so simple: "Business in
the front... party in the
back!" Who is the genius
who came up with this?

19 Man ana Opn
20 -«omeo
{Italian car)
22 Free Irom illusion
24 Scale

26 Wrinkles or
ckaiogue
27 Gold layer
?9 Consumed
30 Town on UIG

Non-newspaper writer

Whenever I tell people I'm a
creative writing major, I always
gel the same question "So what
are you going to do when you
graduate? I always give the same
response: ask me again in four
years.
Truth be told, I have no idea
what I'm going to do when I grow
un
All I do know is that I'm going to
be a writer.
That and I will never, never,
never write for a newspaper.
That is right. I'm never, never,
nevergoingto write fora newspaper.
See, I've always felt that being a
journalist is a form of selling out.
I jke being an English teacher.
No offense to any of the fabulous English teachers I've had
over the last seven or eight years. I
love you all and I'm going to dedicate my first bestseller to all of
you.
It's just that, to me, being a
journalist or an English teacher
has nothing to do with the craft of
writing
It's more or less just a way to
pay the bills and not be asked by
aging great-aunts at family
reunions "so when are you going
to stop all of this writing nonsense and get a real job?"
No, I want to be a writer.
I want to live in a studio on the
comer of 65th and Central Park
West in New York City and spend
all day writing When I m not writing, I'll cither be sitting in a
Starbucks sipping my caramel
macchiato or hanging out at bars
with my gay guy friends.
Every morning I want to be
able to wake up and sit down in
front of my computer (or noteliook if I'm feeling particularly
archaic that day) and just write.
Actually, the spending all day
writing scenario is something I've
been doing my whole life. The
only difference is, instead of it
being an
apartment in
Manhattan, it was Mrs. Heid's
Advanced Algebra class or Mr.
Narducci's World History class in

No newspaper, huh?Isn't it ironic — don't you think? Do you like
what lilt had to write? Want to
vent about your major, too? let
her know at:

*>
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door

30 Unit of resistance
31 Pllf.il!.
32 Sterol
■M-A'S-H33 Rus»an refusal
34 Sound reflection
35 First president ot 50 Help
Ine Sierra Oub
51 Smacking ol me
37 Government
sea
52 Quids
overthrow
54 Uncanny
40 Fuss
55 Used a broom
42 Broadcasts
56 Anthmelrc
45 Powerful poison

DOWN
1 Pale purple
2 Bum. tor one
3 Sets up
4 Plead

5 Cocwungrat
6 Be ot use to

OHIO WEATHER
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high
temperatures
/<-—V

ISNT LOVE... WEIRD?
Kate Hudson and her new
husband, lead singer of the
Black Crows Chris Robinson,
look wonderful together, ft
just makes you kind of wonder how a guy like him got a
girl like her. ft must be the
skinny rockstar-thing he's got
going on. Whatever.

WORD OF THE DAY

IMBROGLIO
Pronounciation: im'brOI(*)yO
Function: noun
Etymology: Italian, from
imbrogliare to entangle
Date: 1750
1: a confused mass
2a: an intricate or complicated
situation (as in a drama or
noveDb: an acutely painful or
embarrassing misunderstanding, violently condused or complicated also: see the haircut at
the bottom of this page!

e 2001 AccuWeatner. inc
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THREE-DAY FORECAST
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Mixed Snow,
Rain

Snow

Snow

High:36'
Low: 27"

High:34"
Low: 27*

High:36'
Low: 21*

SAY WHAT?!?
"It is generally agreed
that "Hello" is an
appropriate greeting
because if you entered a
room and said
"Goodbye," it could confuse a lot of people."

ANSWERS
1
d

D0LPH SHARP

3

"You are not your hairstyle!"
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One of the hardest parts of being in college
is cash flow and the lack of it. The absence of
the "green stuff "may cause you to do things
on your own. We here at Page 3 know how
hard that can be so we've documented a do it -yourself activity. You can try this at home,
but wouldn't that be kind of stupid?
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ON-LINE CONTEST!!!
What? It's the back of your
head, no one looks there!

Man, you should have just partecT
with the 10 bucks!
You can't get a haircut that perfect at Fiesta... or can you?
Bnrca Thornton photograph*

Interesting
website worth
checking out ...
www. superbowl. ad
critic.com
...tell em' that Kris
sent ya'!
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About to trade in
your toaster for
the answer to 40 down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, still located on this
very page. We think.

A

So far, so good... what a great
way to save 10 bucks!

m

PROBLEMS?

7 Handol WD*
8 Necessary
9 Long narrative
poems
10 Fit together
11 Banok or Lugo*
12 Level
13 Beta
21 PtomVi trtond
23 Heckled
25 Brparltw
coalition
28 Window over a

CRoseM4@aol.com

Is this the face of a guy you can
trust?IfyouTeSatan, maybe!
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51 Neht and Pepsi
S3 Locations
56 Golden Slate
capital
61 Snatched
62 Customary
63 Unit
65 Exist
66 Earn
67 Dancing Fred's
sister
68 Orange seed
69 Field ot Mms
70 Concise
71 Tennis match
unit
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48 Secret agent

and gentlemen, I have no idea
what I'm going to do with my
major.
No idea whatsoever.
The one thing I do know is that
creative writing is the only major
for me.
1 could be like the rest of
Bowling Green and become an
education major and then graduate and get some safe job like a
teacher.
The way I see it. once I'm done
with school, Im done.
I hated high school when I was
there. Why would I want to spend
the rest of my life grading papers
of other people when 1 can't even
stand editing my own short stories?
I just needed to vent. Well,
actually, I just needed to write
something and my current novel
isn't getting written because of
stupid writer's block.
Thats beside the point
I"he point is, I'm a writer.
I've always been a writer and 1
will always be a writer. I write
because I love doing it. It gives my
life purpose and meaning. I write
because it keeps me sane and, in
some cases, provides free therapy.
I write because I have to, not
because I want to see my name in
print (that's just an added bonus).
Ten years from now, I could be
living on the comer of Avenue A
in Manhattan in a cardboard box.
but as long as I'm writing (even if
it's on the walls of my cardboard
box) I'll be happy. I write to write.
Not to be published.
Which is why I've decided that
I will never, never, never write for
a newspaper.
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Fir-n of Lorn
Ostnch relaBve
Srxnvy Howe*
Sacred
Orange liqueur
Wrm ice cream
Hastened
Atomic cores
NrgTil flyer

49 Sturdy carl

high school. Instead of seeing a
view of Central Park, I would look
out the window and see the
teachers' parking lot.
Is it really my fault that I
thought that my latest novel,
short story or dramatic play was
far more interesting and important than factoring or who sided
with the Axis during WWII?
I don't even think I could name
all of the teachers whose time 1
wasted by scribbling away in my
notebooks instead of listening to
them lecture.
Wail, so that's whv 1 did so bad
my firsi two and half years of high
school!
My love for writing is one of the
main reasons I decided to come
to BG in the first place.
That and the "subtle" pressure
from my mom and grandmother
to be a fourth generation Falcon.
Yes. Thai's right I'm a fourth
generation Falcon.
Bowling Green is one of the few
schools in the country thai offers
creative writing as a major, which,
if you ask me, sounds a lot more
romantic than being an English
or loumalism major.
Don't get me wrong. I have
nothing against journalists (or
English majors, for that mailer).
And I'm not saying that everyone
oflhemisaseli-out.
I doubt that the sports writer
for the Cleveland Plain Dealer
goes home every night lo work on
that Great American Novel of his
that he has stowed away in the
bottom drawer of his desk, hidden underneath his shoebox of
baseball cards.
He writes sports because he
loves sports, not because he felt
some undesirable need to see his
name in print.
Some journalists do go on to
publish books.
I've never actually read any of
Bob Woodward's books or "The
Greatest Generation," but I have
often wondered if they read like a
cover story from The New York
Times.
As I reread all of this, 1 wonder
what it is that I'm trying to say.
My main reason for writing this
to begin with was because I get
annoyed being asked what I'm
going to do with my major.
I dont know. That's right, ladies
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So, Fm writing for a newspaper?
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Party Guy Kevin Aeh suggests that
a wine and cheese party would be
great. Well, as much as we would
like to, Page 3 can't give away wine.
The next best thing is of course ...
Easy Cheese! To win a can, all you
have to do is log on to
tewsxcliifpage3/J
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Hag-burning raises debate on campus
By Sarah Jones
U- WIRE

HARRISONBURG, Va. Wednesday's
flag-burning
protest has evoked strong reactions and lots of discussion
across (he James Madison
University campus.
Some felt the demonstrators
were doing it solely to get attention, others were just left confused, and some took up the
issue surrounding symbolic
freedom of speech.
Burning the American flag is a
constitutional right, held up by
the 1989 United States Supreme
Court case Texas vs. Johnson.
The Supreme Court ruled that
burning the flag is protected
under the First Amendment as a
form of free speech. Even
though students recognized the

legality of the act, many said
they didn't agree with it
I don't agree or disagree with
the actions taken by the protesters," senior Hina Ansari said.
"They wanted people to hear
them and see them, they got
that. All they really wanted was
publicity, it would seem."
Ansari's opinion is backed up
by the fliers distributed by the
flag burning demonstrators,
which referred to their actions as
"attention getting" But others
felt burning the flag should not
be used as an attention getter.
"No one should have any reason to bum the flag," junior
Christian McGinty said. "If they
were burning the flag to get
attention, then they should find
another way to do it"
lunior Jaycee Stevens, presi-

dent of the JMU College
Democrats, said, "Although we
acknowledge their right to bum
the flag, not all of us agree with
the morality of the act." She
expressed the feelings of her
group. "Some of us feel there are
better approaches to express
concerns with the government
and the system."
Whether burning the flag was
the best approach or not is not
the issue the original demonstrators had in mind.
"Burning a flag was going to
get a lot of attention - we wanted a large response," said
sophomore Tim Westberg, one
of the demonstrators. "We were
interested in trying to get people
to talk ... The point was not to
spark a First Amendment
debate but to spark a debate

about the state of affairs or our
government."
Even though the demonstrators were not interested in a First
Amendment discussion,- that
seems to be what Wednesday's
event has led to.
"I respect the constitutional
rights of freedom of speech, but
thought burning the flag was
very disrespectful," senior Sean
McWeeney said.
Westberg said burning the
flag was not in disrespect of the
country or veterans, but instead
was a way to evoke conversation
among people at JMU.
"We all respect and honor our
veterans and what they did for
our country," he said.
At the flag burning, the
demonstrators handed out a
flier stating that they were burn-

ing the American flag to show
Westberg said witnesses to
their disapproval of the U.S. gov- the flag burning were confused
ernment's failure to uphold the because the demonstrators
constitutional rights of life, liber- were not a recognized student
ty, freedom and justice. The group but individuals with indiaction was largely a response to vidual concerns about the U.S.
the inauguration of President government.
George W Bush, but many
"The main point was not to
onlookers were left confused create opposition but to start
over the motives behind the discussion on the current issues
protest. Despite the information involving our government," he
in the flier, the reasons for burn- said. Some of the issues concerning Westberg and others
ing the flag remained vague.
"The actual protest, we feel, involved with the demonstrawas poorly planned and exer- tion were the death penalty,
cised," Stevens said. "If they women's rights and the recent
wanted to make a statement, decisions made by the Bush
they did so, but what did they administration to curb abortion.
make it about? They didn't Some were also concerned with
number of the recent Cabinet
clearly state their purpose. The aappointees,
including Attorney
fliers were confusing and mis- General-designate
John
leading and failed to state a con - Ashcroft and Labor Secretary
cise purpose."
Elaine Chao.

Former Vice President to teach at several universities
By Turner Hutchens
II-WIRE

MURFREESBORO, Tenn. Former Vice President AJ Gore
said last week that he intends to
come to Middle Tennessee State
University as a teacher next year.
Gore, accompanied by Secret
Service agents, will be on campus
Monday. He will meet with MTSU
officials to discuss plans for his
professorship.
"That's when we'll hopefully
iron out the details," said Doug
Williams, director of MTSU News
and Public Affairs.
In addition to MTSU, Gore
plans to teach at Fisk University
in Nashville and Columbia
University in New York.
The MTSU course, as well as
the Fisk course, will be on the

subject of community building.
"I've always wanted to try
teaching," Gore told reporters last
week, "and I'm particularly excited about teaching these courses
on community building because
it's something new, and to me it's
very exciting."
"There will likely be involvement with students, on everything from families to the homeless," Williams said. "It will be
dealing with what makes strong
communities." He added that
nothing is certain yet
One possibility is that Gore will
assume the John Seigenthaler
Chair of Excellence in First
Amendment Studies. Gore plans
to teach a seminar on news and
media in public policy at the
Columbia Graduate School of

"I've always wanted to try teaching,
and I'm particularly excited about
teaching these
courses on community building."
AL GORE, FORMER V.P.

Journalism during the current
semester.
"It wasn't hard;/) convince him
at all," said U.S. Rep. Bart Gordon,
who was instrumental in convincing Gore to come to MTSU.
"His father was an alumnus,
and his official papers are there at

theGoreCenter," Gordon said."It
was just a matter of laying out to
Al that MTSU would be very
happy to have him.
"He was well aware of MTSU,
as his father went here, and it is
the largest college in what was his
district as a seriator."
"His first preference is the presidency, then to be a teacher and a
journalist," Gordon said of the
former vice president. "He'll be a
hog in slop down there."
Gordon said that while Gore's
prominence would give a great
boost to MTSU's image, he will
also have much to offer the
school as a hands-on teacher.
"In Al's case, he will be very
engaged in developing the curriculum," said Gordon. "A lot of
times with big names there will

be someone, a ghost writer, who
writes their books for them and
their speeches. Al has written
every word of his books himself,
and most of his speeches."
Gordon said that the learning
experience would likely be a double-bladed sword.
"It's going to be good for the
students to interact with him, as a
person who has been all over the
world and been at the seat of
power for, really, the last decade,"
Gordon explained.
"And it's going to be good for Al
to hear from students who are
working at Pizza Hut, who are
working at other jobs to make
ends meet, who have their own
ideas about how they want their
lives to be." •
While there has been some dis-

cussion of Gore teaching at
Vanderbilt University, where he
graduated with a bachelor's
degree in journalism, it appears
that will not be the case in the
foreseeable future.
Vanderbilt spokeswoman Beth
Fortune said that though there
were no plans for Gore to teach
there, he would be welcome to do
so if he were so inclined.
As for the future of Gore as a
political figure rather than an
academic figure, the future is still
uncertain.
"I'm not considering anything
political right now, but I haven't
ruled out thinking about such
things later on," Gore has told
reporters. "The only decision I've
made about politics is not to
make a decision until I've had
more time for reflection and
rest"
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w? Join the Sisters of Phi Mufor 55
Open Recruitment Tonight at
9.00pm at the Phi Mu House!
Dress Casually and Bring a
Friend!

Want to get involved in activities like:
•Dance Marathon
'Rock-A-Thons
•Humane Society
'Windsor Trips
•Spring Formal
*BW3 Nights
•Bake Sales 'Silent Auctions
Information Nights:
Tues. Jan. 30 - 8:00 Conklin Meeting Room
Wed. Jan. 31 - 7:30 Mac North Lobby
Thurs. Feb 1-8:15 Kriescher-Ashley Activity Room
and 9:15 Harshman-Bromfield Activity Room

LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
S2I R. MERRY - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $675.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560.00
80S THI1RSTIN - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate ■ $620.00

Alpha Phi Omega
National Coed Service Fraternity
Leadership-Friendship-Service

<I>\I <I>\| <I>\I <I>\I <1>M <IA1 <J>\| tp\l ct>\| <l>\|c|>

Questions? Can! attend but wanl more Information?
Contact Sheryl al shervligKrwahon mm 354-1603

One Year • Two Person Rate - $520.00

S17 E. REED - At Thurstin One Bedroom. 1 Bath,
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $495.00
One Year • Two Person Rate • $425.00
4S1 THIIRST1N - Across from Offenhauer
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - $370.00
One Year - One Person Rate ■ $335.00
505 CLOL'CH - Campus Manor.
Two Bedroom Furnished One lijth Plus Vanity;
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
605 SECOND • One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $340.00
615 SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath.
School Year - Two Person Rale - $600.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $505.00
720 SECOND One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate • $415.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $360.00
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $385.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $345.00
402 HIGH Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Furn. or Unfum.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $575.00
One Year • Furnished - Two Person • $480.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished, I Bath,
School Year - One Person Rale - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rale • $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished.
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - Two Person Rale - $580.00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $505.00
649 SIXTH Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rale - $555.00
Furnished - One Year • Two Person Rale - $460.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
HMSDtTH - Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. 1 Bath Plus Vanity, j
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $585.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $615.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rale - $525.00
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rale - $450.00
721 S. fftlilJPE - Cambridge Commons.
Two Bedroom Unfurnished. 1.5 Baths. Dishwashers.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year • Two Person Rate - $520.00

Call JOHN N'EWLOVE
REAL ESTATE. IXC.
Rental Office 354 TIM)
For Your Convenience We W Located
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Feel The Need to Advertise?
What ever your needs, the
BG News Classified page
istheatmerl

The

Godfather

Call 372-6977
Place You Ad Today!

"' Have Plans This

Summer?
worldwide vacations
for 18-35 year olds

Experience
• Europe
• Australia
• Hawaii
• Alaska
• Canada
• Egypt
• Israel
• Russia

And Morel

Prices start at just $55 a dayl
Don't Miss Contacts information session
7pm, January 31

f.f.M
f~^

m
Wednesday
FREE Gish FUm Theater
American Film Institute Top 3 Movies of me Century
Af I # 3 Thr Gocltellicr Jon Jl
Af I # 2 Casablanca Feb. 25
Afl#l GlizcnKate Mar. 7
Brought k) gou Dy:
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Speaking of a
haircut

CROSSWORD

It has been brought to the
attention of Page 3 that
mullets are indeed predicted as the fashion
breakthrough of 2001. It is
so simple: "Business in
the front... party in the
back!" Who is the genius
who came up with this?
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I need a soma tablet.
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22 Froe 1*0*71 illusion

Whenever I tell people I'm a
creative writing major, I always
get the same question "So what
are you going to do when you
graduate? 1 always give the same
response: ask me again in four
years.
Truth be told, I have no idea
what I'm going to do when I grow

un

All I do know is that I'm going to
be a writer.
That and I will never, never,
never write for a newspaper.
That is right. I'm never, never,
never going to write for a newspaper.
See, I've always felt that being a
journalist is a form of selling out.
I jke being an Knglish teacher.
No offense to any of the fabulous English teachers I've had
over the last seven or eight years. 1
love you all and I'm going to dedicate my first best-seller to all of
you.
It's just that, to me, being a
journalist or an English teacher
has nothing to do with the craft of
writing
It's more or less just a way to
pay the bills and not be asked by
aging great-aunts at family
reunions "so when are you going
to stop all of this writing nonsense and get a real job?"
No, I want to be a writer.
I want to live in a studio on the
comer of 65th and Central Park
West in New York City and spend
all day writing When I 'tn not writing, I'll either be sitting in a
Starbucks sipping my caramel
macchiato or hanging out at bars
with my gay guy friends.
livery morning I want to be
able to wake up and sit down in
front of my computer (or notebook if I'm feeling particularly
archaic that day) and just write.
Actually, the spending all day
writing scenario is something I've
been doing my whole life. The
only difference is, instead of ii
being
an
apartment
in
Manhattan, it was Mrs. Hcid's
Advanced Algebra class or Mr.
Narducci's World History class in

-
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high school. Instead of seeing a
view of Central Park. I would look
out the window and see the
teachers' parking lot.
Is it really my fault that 1
thought that my latest novel,
short story or dramatic play was
far more interesting and important than factoring or who sided
with the Axis during WWII?
I don't even think I could name
all of the teachers whose time I
wasted by scribbling away in my
notebooks instead of listening to
them lecture.
Wait, so that's whv 1 did so bad
my first two and half years of high
school!
My love for writing is one of the
main reasons I decided to come
to BG in the first place.
That and the "subtle" pressure
from my mom and grandmother
to be a fourth generation Falcon.
Yes. That's right. I'm a fourth
generation l-'alcon.
Bowling Green is one of the few
schools in the country that offers
creative writing as a major, which,
if you ask me, sounds a lot more
romantic than being an English
or loumalism major.
Don't get me wrong. I have
nothing against journalists (or
English majors, for that matterl.
And I'm not saying that everyone
of them is a sell-out.
I doubt that the sports writer
for the Cleveland Plain Dealer
goes home every night to work on
that Great American Novel of his
that he has stowed away in the
bottom drawer of his desk, hidden underneath his shoebox of
baseball cards.
He writes sports because he
loves sports, not because he felt
some undesirable need to see his
name in print.
Some journalists do go on to
publish books.
I've never actually read any of
Bob Woodward's books or "The
Greatest Generation." but I have
often wondered if they read like a
cover story from The New York
Times.
As I reread all of this, I wonder
what it is that I'm trying to say.
My main reason for writing this
to begin with was because I get
annoyed being asked what I'm
going to do with my major.
I dont know. That's right, ladies

The way I see it, once I'm done
with school, Im done.
I hated high school when I was
there. Why would I want to spend
the rest of my life grading papers
of other people when I can't even
stand editing my own short stories?
I just needed to vent. Well,
actually, I just needed to write
something and my current novel
isn't getting written because of
stupid writer's block
Thats beside the point.
The point is, I'm a writer.
I've always been a writer and I
will always be a writer. I write
because I love doing it. It gives my
life purpose and meaning I write
because it keeps me sane and, in
some cases, provides free therapy.
I write because I have to, not
because 1 want to see my name in
print (that's just an added bonus).
Ten years from now, I could be
living on the comer of Avenue A
in Manhattan in a cardboard box.
but as long as I'm writing (even if
it's on the walls of my cardboard
box) I'll be happy. I write to write.
Not to be published.
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About to trade in
your toaster for
the answer to 40 down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, still located on this
very page. We think.

•*^*

ISN'T LOVE... WEIRD?
Kate Hudson and her new
husband, lead singer of the
Black Crows Chris Robinson,
look wonderful together. It
just makes you kind of wonder how a guy like him got a
girl like her. It must be the
skinny rockstar-thing he's got
going on. Whatever.

WORD OF THE DAY

IMBROGLIO
Pronounciation: im'brOI(*)yO
Function: noun
Etymology: Italian, from
imbrogliare to entangle
Data: 1750
1: a confused mass
2a: an intricate or complicated
situation (as in a drama or
novellb: an acutely painful or
embarrassing misunderstanding, violently condused or complicated also: see the haircut at
the bottom of this page!
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"You are not your hairstyle!"
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HOW NOT TO DO THINGS
One of the hardest parts of being in college
is cash flow and the lack of it. The absence of
the "green stuff "may cause you to do things
on your own. We here at Page 3 know how
hard that can be so we've documented a do it -yourself activity. You can try this at home,
but wouldn't that be kind of stupid?
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ON-LINE CONTEST!!!
What? It's the back of your
head, no one looks there!

Man. you should have just parted
with the 10 bucks!
You can't get a haircut that perfect at Fiesta... or can you?
Bryce monitor photographer

Interesting
website worth
checking out...
www. superbowl. ad
critic.com
...tell em' that Kris
sent ya'!
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Ice

Wednesday

CRoseM4@noLcom

FLOWBEE HAIRCUT

CAPTAIN RIBMAN

Snow

THREE-DAY FORECAST
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So far, so good... what a great
way to save 10 bucks!

Fturnes
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SAY WHAT?!?

vent about your major, too? Let
her know at:

Is this the face of a guy you can
trust? If youte Satan, maybe!

problems
57 Cruising
58 Ringlet
SS Nonn American
marsh bird
60 Lubricates
64 Bom si Nancy

50 Help
51 Smacmng ol ine
sea
5? Guide
54 Uncanny
55 Used a broom
58 Arithmetic

OHIO WEATHER

ic — don't you think? Do you like
what lill had to write? Want to

No newspaper, huh ? Isn't it iron -

"

Tuesday. January 30
AccuWeathei* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high
temperatures

"It is generally agreed
that "Hello" is an
appropriate greeting
because if you entered a
room and said
"Goodbye," it could confuse a lot of people."

Which is why I've decided that
I will never, never, never write for
a newspaper.
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PROBLEMS?

7 Handel work

5 Cooking tat
6 Be ol u*e to

education major and then graduate and get some safe job like a
teacher.
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1 Pale purple
2 Bum. tot one
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I could be like the rest of
Bowling Green and become an
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The one thing I do know is that
creative writing is the only major
for me.
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69 Field ol fams
70 Concise

major.
No idea whatsoever.
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67 Danorng Fred's
sister
66 Orange seed

and gentlemen, I have no idea
what I'm going to do with my
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66 Earn

Non-newspaper writer
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So,Fm writing for a newspaper?
JILL A.
GRUNENWALD
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by Sprenqelmeyer * Pavls

Party Guy Kevin Aeh suggests that
a wine and cheese party would be
great. Well, as much as we would
like to, Page 3 can't give away wine.
The next best thing is of course ...
Easy Cheese! To win a can, all you
have to do is log on to
iews.ccin(page3/l
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CHRYSLER TO CUT JOBS

AUBURN HILLS. Mich. (AP) — DaimlerChrysler is
eliminating 26,000 jobs at its money-losing Chrysler
division in the most dramatic sign yet that the 1998
merger of the German and American automakers is
not living up to its promise.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

Opposed, not split over Ashcroft
In many myth-cycles and religions, seven is a sacred or powerful number.
Its current manifestation is in
the U.S. Senate, where seven of
the nine Democrats on the
Senate Judiciary Committee have
opposed the nomination of John
Ashcroft for the position of
Attorney General.
The latest opposition came
yesterday from Vermont Senator
Patrick J. Leahy, the committee's
top Democrat. This leaves only
the two Senators from Wisconsin
as the undecided voices in this
confirmation process.

His remarks on the Senate floor
were thoughtful and forceful,
raising two important issues.
The first of these was his opposition to Ashcroft's nomination.
Leahy described Ashcroft as a
friend and a man of strong convictions. However, Leahy stated,
this should not factor into a
Senator's Constitutional duty.
Considering that the American
public is just as divided on
Ashcroft's nomination as they
were on the election, Leahy said
he could not support a nomina
tion that half the populace was
against.

YOU DECIDE
Do you support President
Bush's Attorney General
nomination of John
Ashcroft? Let us know at
bgnews@listproc bgsu edu

President Bush's first week in
office has been praised for its
attempt to live up to his campaign of being a uniter. with a few
minor exceptions. For the most
pan. Cabinet nominations have
met with some complaints, but

Education can
save unborn lives

What should be the
catch phrase for
BGSU?

210 West Hall
Bowling Green
State University
Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
Fax: (419) 372-6967
E-mail:
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

'. Opinion Editor
evil, they are unlucky regular people. Any one of us sexually active
people could have been faced
with an abortion, it's just the luck
of the draw.
People can decrease unwanted
pregnancies by being safe and
even abstinent, but that is their
own personal responsibility.
Parents need to realize this and
explain whatever the schools
don't or can't tell the children. The
rest is up to the person having sex.
Like G.I. Joe used to say. knowing
is half the battle.
Republicans need to get their
heads out of their asses and stop
lying to themselves. Abstinence
doesn't work. The most basic of
human desires draws us to each
other's privates to copulate and
continue our species' existence.
Accept this and teach abstinence,
but teach the back-up plan too.
Trust me. there's more people out
there having safe sex than are
practicing abstinence.
I'm not saying this is a good
thing, but it is reality. Dont scare
kids away from having sex, teach
them the truth. Making something taboo encourages teens to
try It. Make it a topic of conversation and study, and it's just like
anything else. We all know not to
go swimming after we eat a meal,
but thousands of teens every year
catch STDs or have unwanted
pregnancies due to ignorance.
Schools should heavily drill
young kids on safe sex and abstinence. This needs to be done in
late elementary school when girls
start getting breasts, and the boys
start noticing. I remember sex ed..
and it was an okay lesson. But it
could have been more.
I suppose that you can lead a
horse to water but you can't make
it drink. This is where the parents
come in. Once again, the ultimate
decision needs to be made individually. You need to explain
everything. If children hear about
these things early, the chances are
that they will not make unfortunate decisions that can result in
the death of an unborn child.
The Democrats need to understand that abortion is not a
choice, it is a shame. Nobody
wants to see unsafe back alley,
coathanger abortions, but
nobody wants to see an innocent
child die, either.
The key is education and personal responsibility, not pious
propaganda.

1[~*V

AMNE MCCARTNEY
SOPHOMORE
SPECIAL EDUCATION

"Too Flat and Windy."

LAUREN BELL
BLAIR THOMPSON
SOPHOMORES
BUSINESS & ACCOUNTING

"Rolling Green is the
Place to Be."

PI

ibuster against Ashcroft, and
admitted that the Senate would
most likely approve the nomination. Senate Democratic leader
Tom Daschle has joined Leahy in
this statement.
While John Ashcroft was far
from the best choice as Attorney
General, it is applaudable that
influential Democrats are not
going to actively seek to sow discord early in the Bush administration.
With his statements yesterday.
Senator Leahy has taken a firm
stance on this subject, without
escalating this divisive and delicate situation.

Undecided
doesn't equal
at risk

I am writing in response to the
new program giving undecided
freshmen laptop computers as
long as they stay enrolled at
BGSU. While other criticisms
have touched on some good
points, I believe a central prob
lem is being ignored.
I agree that giving "at risk" students laptops is no substitute for
human interaction, and that the
laptops can just as easily be a distraction as they can be an aid in
regard to academic work
However, I am also concerned
that the administration (and
some letter writers) have a
warped concept of what makes a
student "at risk." Since when do
students need to decide on a
major in their freshman year?
Part of the beauty of ha ving a gen eral education curriculum is that
exposes freshmen to a variety of
academic disciplines.
The freshman year provides a
terrific opportunity for students
to explore their options rather
than confining themselves in a
major which may or may not be
right for them.
It is a sad day for higher educa-

tion when the desire to explore
alternatives and make an
informed decision is considered
a sign of failure.
Michelle t Christ
lchfist@bgnet bgsu edu

Athletics
reflect upon
BGSU
As a 1997 graduate of BGSU. I
have followed the sports teams'
progress via the Internet and
television, when available.
It used to be that the football
team would win MAC champi
onships. and even bowi games.
The hockey team used to be a
national power-house and contender for the national championship, even winning it once.
The basketball team was always
exciting.
Now. these teams are all
underachieving while Toledo is
upsetting Big 10 schools in football and basketball, and other
MAC schools, such as Marshall,
have gained national promi
nence.
This negative trend is not only
embarrassing to the University.
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students and alumni, but it is
unfair to ask the student-athletes
to give 100% (which they do) but
put them in a situation where
they have no chance of winning.
Like it or not. athletics greatly
reflect on the University as a
whole, and good teams help
recruit good students. Athletics
also help create school spirit,
which affects every aspect of the
University.
Something needs to change
from the top down in BG athletics, and it needs to change now.
Steve Holland
steveholland@excite com

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG Ne*5 giadry pnrts Letters
to theEdtar and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
twrds and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
Included far verification. M submissions may be edited f or
length and clarity. Personal
attacks and anonymous subrnrssiorts wrll not be printed. Send
submrssnns to the Opinion mailton at 210 West Hall or
rxjnews«Htstrjroc-rjc^eduwith
subject Hne-letter to the edtor"
cr "guest column "
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A man who leans far right of
the mainstream is not that somebody.
In choosing a controversial
nominee for this position.
President Bush has sent a mixed
signal about his willingness to
end the partisan bickering.
Aside from this. Leahy makes a
second point. With a split Senate,
the Democrats could easily make
things difficult for the new president. Senator Edward M.
Kennedy has already suggested a
filibuster.
Leahy, however, stated that he
would oppose any attempts to fil -

PEOPLE
LETTERS
TO
THE
EDITOR
ON THE STREET

AT ISSUE Education and responsibility, not
abstinence, are needed to reduce abortions.
Why is it that Jack Kevorkian
has to rot in jail for helping those
who want to die. while doctors
who perform abortions on those
who cant decide are still legally
making money? Better yet, why
are there so many abortions in
our country? It's because both
Democrats and Republicans are
wrong.
One of President Bush's first
actions in office was to cut funding for overseas organizations
that perform abortions. Many
people saw this coming, but it
pisses me off. Not for the reasons
that you might think, though.
For years. I had considered
myself a pro-lifer and was completely against any abortion,
aside from rape or if the mother's
life was in danger. Then I came to
college.
I met a girl who confided in me
that yes. she had an abortion in
high school. It blew my mind.
Abortion is often like our depleting ozone layer. We all know
what's happening, but we remain
detached and think that it could
never really affect us.
That got me thinking. What if I
had knocked up my high school
girlfriend'' What the hell would I
have done? Could I have really
raised a kid when I was only a kid?
Could I have really killed my
child? Would I have been able to
go to college and have a life?
I was disgusted with my thinking. I couldn't believe that I was
even contemplating such things.
But it was then that I had an
epiphany. I realized that abortion
is real and because of my lifestyle
choices. I had put myself at risk.
But the risk was kept minimal
because we used the pill and condoms.
In high school, I was a normal
horny teenager trying to understand girls. I wanted to know
more about sex, and when I told
my religious parents, they taught
me about what the Bible says,
about condoms and birth control
pills. 1 distinctly remember them
saying. "Brian, we don't want you
to start having sex. but if you do.
use a condom, and put her on the
pill if you can."
Politicians on the far left and
the far right are both way off-base.
There is only pro-life and prodeath (contrary to the left), and
abstinence is not the only answer
(contrary to the right).
Republicans need to realize
that more sex education programs earlier in a child's life can
help prevent the same abortions
that they get so angry about. Yet,
they fight to keep kids in the dark
and increase the likelihood of
abortions. The people who
decide to have abortions are not

little-to-no opposition in the
Senate. After all. we expect a
Republican president to have a
more conservative Cabinet.
The dissonant note in this otherwise melodious tune is the
Attorney General nomination.
But that note is one that cannot
be ignored.
Leahy equated the position of
Attorney General to a "lawyer for
the American people." He or she
is somebody that the people can
feel will take up their causes,
rather than his or her own. At
least, somebody that a large
majority can accept.

\J\ AMYJ0 L. BROWN, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
*
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China worries
Students to help earthquake victims
about Falun Gong
By Pam Dewey

U -WIRE

CHINA, FROM PAGE 1
exercise so much." said loyce Lee,
a University of Wisconsin business student in an MSNBC interview. "We are trying to better people, to respect others."
Awareness of the plight of the
Falun Gong appears scarce at
BGSU.
"•; "I'd need to know more about
il," said graduate student Sara
96va. "But that sounds terrible."
Sophomore Eric Emery hadn't
heard of the situation, but
expressed disdain at the thought.

"It upsets me that stuff like that is
still going on," he said.
Back in China, those who continue to practice face the threat of
secret agents and potential torture if they are found out.
However, the beliefs of the group
state that they must embrace
everyone, regardless of suspicion.
"Our teacher says not to turn
away anyone, even if he comes to
destroy us," said the Falun Gung
representative.
For more information, visit
http://www.fal undafa.org.

IOWA CITY, Iowa — An earthquake that struck the Indian
state of Gujarat on Ian. 26 — the
worst temblor to strike India in
50 years - has some University of
Iowa students worried about the
conditions of people in the
region.
The quake measured 7.9 on
the Richter scale, destroying
cities and tumbling buildings for
more than 1,200 miles.
Some official estimates suggest that the death toll could
reach as high as 13,000, because
many people are still buried in
the rubble.

On Sunday, an aftershock with
a 5.9 magnitude struck; its epicenter was approximately 12
miles from the Jan. 26 epicenter.
The epicenter of the 7.9 quake
was Bhuj, a city of approximately
150,000 people. More than 1,500
bodies have been discovered
there so far.
In response to the disaster, the
UI Indian Student Association
will begin collecting money to be
sent to the victims.
"I was deeply saddened," said
Sohel Merchant, the vice president of the group and a UI graduate student. "We've decided to
have a helping hand. We are
going to try to collect funds from

t

all sources."
The association has already
started organizing a way to collect funds for the earthquake's
victims, he said. It will start gathering money, in about two or
three days.
Romy Lodh, an area representative for the nonprofit India
Development and Relief Fund
and a part-time UI student, said
his group is also trying to collect
funds. The national group will
donate all of the funds collected
to the cause.
"I'm trying to do as much as I
can to raise money (for the victims)," he said.
More than half of the houses in

Bhuj were reduced to rubble,
while the rest of the houses were
at least slightly damaged, leaving
many people homeless and
frightened.
Many panicked residents of
Bhuj fled in cars and on foot with
their belongings in tow after the
Ian. 26 destruction.
"We have been walking since
morning. We arc fleeing for our
lives," said Harjivan Vyas, 37, a
factory worker in Bhuj. There is
no drinking water, no food. All
houses are destroyed."
Some of the casualties of the
earthquake included 350 children who were participating in a
parade.

Dartmouth in shock after two professors killed
By Kelly Cameron I lara Kyle
U- WIRE

HANOVER,
N.H.
—
Dartmouth's student body reacted with honor and stunned disbelief as word of the double
homicide spread through campus late Saturday night and
Sunday morning.
"I was shocked. It was terrifying. We feel very secure here and
when something like this happens it just shatters that," locelyn
Bematchez '03 said in reaction to
the Zantop double murder.
Cena Maxfield 03 said she has
been in "complete disbelief"
since hearing about the news late
Saturday night.
"I was absolutely shocked, and
I'm still in shock," said Amanda
Green '01. who went on the earth
sciences foreign study program
with Professor Half Zantop.
Many students received word
of the murder over BlitzMail from

/v

The Dartmouth around 12:15
a.m. Sunday morning, while others who were not connected said
they found out from friends
Sunday morning.
Colin O'Farrell '03 said he was
out with friends when he heard
the news.
"I heard about it last night
through word of mouth and then
I got the blitz from The
Dartmouth," he said.
The College did not release an
official statement regarding the
dead is of the two professors until
mid-day Sunday.
Reactions were generally favorable to President James Wright's
handling of the situation, which
included the sending of a campus-wide BlitzMail message.
"I thought it was pretty appropriate. It's good to know that the
College is showing concern over
this,"
Barnes
told
The
Dartmouth.
At the same time a few stu-

dents expressed frustration at the
lack of available information
regarding the nature of the murders.
"I think that the College is really handling this poorly. They really need to get on it and let people
know what is going on," Maxfield
said.
Other students expressed hope
that students will be updated as
further details arc available.
At a community meeting held
at Rollins Chapel yesterday
evening, administrators assured
attendees that the College would
inform students as Assistant
Attorney General Mike Delaney
learned and shared further information. And Wright emphasized
that he knew no more than any
other member of the community
about what happened Saturday
night at 115 Trescott Road.
The State Police Department's
confirmation Sunday that the

incident was a double homicide
has left students with mixed feelings regarding campus safety.
"I feel like there's a lot of contradictory information in the
reports we've been getting," said
a German major who spoke with
The Dartmouth on the condition
of anonymity. "They say, 'don't
worry,' and then 'be cautious.'
Yeah, I am concerned, if they're
not putting out an official statement that everything's okay."
Others expressed confidence
that this was an insolated incident unlikely to affect campus
security.
"I think it's probably under
control. When I was out last night
I felt a little uneasy, but I don't
fear for my own safety,"
Bematchez said.
German department research
assistant Kinohi Nishikawa '01
noted that he felt confident in
Safety and Security's control over

the situation.
"Any news like this in a secluded area makes blood curdle."
Nishikawa said, adding that his
worries have subsided somewhat
since the initial news broke.
A number of resources are
available for students wishing to
discuss any issues of grief related
to the incident
Nishikawa attended a 7 p.m.'
meeting at Rollins and said that
although the mood was somber,
the discussion seemed effective.
"There was lots of reflection,
coming to terms, and dealing
with it," Nishikawa said, noting
that the event's attendance
included approximately 20 students.
Provost Susan Prager told The
Dartmouth that a number of Half
Zantop's students visited the
home of Earth Sciences professor
C. Page Chamberlain to talk
about the situation.

Hinman UGA Rachel Antal '03
said that she was considering
holding a meeting to deal with
any issues of safety or loss that
students might be having.
Many students said that they
would miss the Zantops, who
were noted for their enthusiasm.
"She |Susanne| was one of the
reasons that I became a German
major," said Jen Taylor 01. "She
was really open to having students come in and talking."
Kenny Gillingham '02 spent
"the Stretch" earth sciences FS.P
with Half Zantop, "We had some
really good talks; everybody loved
him. 1 wanted to do my thesis
with him," she said.
Teaching assistant for Half
Zantop's Earth Sciences 1 class
and graduate student Tom
Douglas could only say," He was a
wonderful person and he will be
sorely missed."

B0 News welcomes qour ideas for future stories
Call us at 372-6966
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Seniors, this is your life,
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...remember it.
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Last 4
Days for
Senior
Portraits
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Call now to get your portrait taken and be included in the 2001 KEY yearbook.
If you haven't set your appointment, call our studio, at 1-800-969-1338, ext. 2
to make it now. Our schedule is filling rapidly.
All seniors photographed are eligible to win a spring break trip for two to Cancun. Call Now!
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Chance brought us together.
Hearts made us friends.
The sisters of
Alpha Xi Delta
would like to welcome everyone to
open recruitment
Tuesday January 30th and
Wednesday, January 31st from
8:00-8:45 and 9:00-9:45.
We hope to see you there.
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Units Going Fast!
$100

ifSKK)
Mercer Manor Apartments

323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,
A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.
$100 OFF with coupon for
Apartments rented 1/30 - 2/19.
$100

HURRY! Expires 2/19/01

$100

-

Come in today
before it is Too Latef^

msMi
GREENBRIAR, INC.

ours
"Mon.-Fr..
= , _9am - _5pm

Saturday 9am - 1pm

352-0717
224 E.. Wooster
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www.wcnet.org/~ gbrental
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Dalai Lama calls for
Tibetan autonomy
Believes it may be
'the only way" to
provide stability,
unity for his people
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW DELHI, India — The
Dalai Lama called Monday for
Tibetan autonomy within China,
saying it might be the only way to
provide stability and unity for
Tibetans.
The exiled leader of Tibetan
Buddhists, who last week called
his four-decade campaign
against Chinese rule in Tibet
"hopeless and desperate," told
international media leaders in
the Indian capital that he
believed China would eventually
come around.
"My approach is not one of
independenc.-, but of... trying to
find some sort of autonomy,
which I feel can be the best way to
protect the Tibetan people," the
Dalai Lama told the International
Press Institute World Congress.
Many in the Tibetan movement are impatient with the paci fist approach of the Dalai Lama,
who over the years has scaled
back his demands for independence.
Autonomy, he said, was "the
best way to develop genuine stability and unity. It sometimes
seems hopeless... but China has
changed much in the last 20
years, therefore I am optimistic"
In a speech and question-andanswer session with journalists
from SO countries, the Dalai
Lama said news media had the
responsibility to report on
human rights issues.
"The media is an important
instrument to show reality," he
said. "Media people have a great
responsibility to humanity."

Associated Press Photo

'CHINA WILL COME AROUND': Nobel Peace Prize winner the Dalai Lama, left, stands with Nobel Prize
winer for Economics Amartya Sen during the International Press Institute World Conference.
The Dalai Lama fled Tibet after
a failed 1959 revolt against
Chinese rule. He was followed by
more than 120,000 Tibetan
refugees who settled with him in
the northern Indian mountain
town of Dharmsala. where Indian
authorities have allowed him to

set up a govemment-in-exile.
The Dalai Lama has stirred
controversy in recent weeks by
calling on Christians and
Muslims to end their attempts at
conversions and to accept that
there is more than one god and
one religion.

"One religion, one philosophy
cannot satisfy all the people." the
Dalai Lama said, adding that he
often counsels Christians to
remain true to their traditional
faith.
"I stress that it is safer to keep
one's own religion."

Andersen Consulting
Changes Name And Vastly
Extends Capabilities
••—*

^s

{There's never been a better time to build your career with us}

We've done more than just change
our name. At Accenture we're building a
completely new network of businesses that
will influence the shape of the new economy.

This presents new and exciting challenges for
our employees, with ever expanding career
options. There has never been a better time
to be part of our dynamic global force as we

bring innovations to improve the way the
world works and lives.
For those who want to create the future,
now is the time to be at Accenture.

Check out our Webcast - premiering on Thursday, February 1 (1:00 p.m. EST, 12:00 p.m. CST, 11:00 a.m. MST, 10:00 a.m. PST) - for information on our
new name and new opportunities. It's an interactive experience and career opportunity you won't want to miss.

Register for the Webcast at: careers.accenture.com/webcasts

Consulting • Technology • Outsourcing • Alliances • Venture Capital
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Liddy testifies in defamation suit
By Setti Hettena
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BALTIMORE — G.Gordon
Liddy testified about the
Watergate break-in for the first
time Monday, insisting that burglars were seeking photos linking
the future wife of Nixon White
House counsel lohn Dean to a
call-girl ring, not political intelligence for the 1972 presidential
campaign.
Liddy said a floor plan of the
Democratic Party headquarters
showed him he had been
deceived about the true mission
of the burglars.
"I said to myself, 'Oh, my God,'
he testified. "My eyes opened."
Liddy arranged the botched
burglary at the Watergate office
building that led to President
Nixon's 1974 resignation. His testimony in the defamation case
here marks the first time in 28
years he has testified about
details of the break-in.
Liddy said he had instructed
the burglars to bug the offices of
Democratic National Committee
Chairman
Larry
O'Brien.
However, the FBI later found the
tap on the phone of DNC official
Spencer Oliver, who had an office
on the other side of the building.
liddy said he put two-and-two
together after being shown the
DNC floor plan by ten Colodny.

an author doing research for a
1991 book, "Silent Coup," which
linked Dean to a call-girl ring
inside the DNC
Dean has called claims that he
masterminded the break-in
"baloney" and said there is no
evidence of a call-girl ring at the
DNC
The floor plan showed Oliver's
office faced a hotel across the
street where an eavesdropper
was monitoring phone calls. The
wiretap could only transmit to a
receiver in the line of sight, meaning O'Brien's office could not
have been the true target, Liddy
said.
The eavesdropper, Alfred
Baldwin, has said in videotaped
testimony that some conversations were sexually explicit,
involving a member of Congress
or a senator.
After seeing the map, Liddy
stopped believing that the breakin was an attempt to gather political intelligence for the 1972 campaign.
Liddy has said the burglars
were seeking photos of Dean's
fiancee in a package of call-girl
photos that were used to set up
liaisons for DNC visitors in nearby apartments. Liddy said the
photos were kept in the desk of
Oliver's secretary, Ida "Maxie"
Wells.

Wells is suing Liddy in U.S.
District Court for defamation.
She is seeking S5.1 million in
damages from the 70-year-old
radio talk show host
Uddy said he was a White
House aide earning $19,000 per
year when he was recruited by
Dean to work on Nixon's re-election committee. Dean told him
an "all-out offensive and defensive political operation" to be
funded with a $1 million budget
was needed for the 1972 election,
Liddy said
The order to break-in to the
DNC came from Nixon's deputy
campaign director, ]eb Magruder,
and was not part of liddy s original espionage plan against the
Democrats.
"I r nuldn'i figure out for the life
of me why they wanted to go in
there," Liddy said. "The whole
thing was stupid."
It was only later he realized the
true motive.
"This was a John Dean op,"
Liddy testified Monday.
Liddy blamed himself for the
bungled burglary on June 17,
1972, saying his "big mistake" was
telling his men to tape the lock on
the entry to the Watergate for a
second time. A guard noticed the
taped lock and called police.
Liddy, sitting in a room in the
Watergate hotel, heard over his

'Jackass' leads to fire
IHl ASSOCIATED PStSS

TORRINGTON, Conn.— A
13 year-old boy was hospitalized
with second- and third-degree
bums after mimicking an MTV
personality who set himself on
fire during a stunt show.
Jason I Jnd was severely burned
Friday night when he and a friend
poured gasoline on his feet and
legs and lit him on fire while imitating a stunt on MTV's highrated show "lackass," police said.
The fire grew out of control and
burned the boy's legs and hands
before it was extinguished, officials said.
lason remained hospitalized
Monday in critical condition in

the bum unit of Shriner's Hospital
for Children in Boston.
lason's 14-year-old friend was
arrested Saturday and charged
with reckless endangerment.
Police would not identify the suspect because he is a juvenile.
Another teen who looked on was
not charged.
"lackass" features an array of
pranks and stunts. In Friday's
episode, show creator lohnny
Knoxville donned a fire-resistant
suit hung with steaks. He then lay
across a makeshift barbecue
while his cast mates shot lighter
fluid onto the grill to fan the
flames.

••
Associated Piess Photo

TELLING HIS SIDE: G. Gordon Liddy testified Monday regarding his
knowledge of the historical Watergate scandal.
walkie-talkie the warnings from a went to his office and started getlookout that other people had ting rid of any evidence of the
entered the building with flash- burglary.
"I was shredding stuff left and
lights.
Finally, Liddy said he heard right," Liddy said.
Liddy refused to implicate his
someone say, "They got us."
After the burglars were caught bosses at his Watergate trial, sayin the DNC, Liddy said he went ing "my father didn't raise a rat
home, woke his wife and told her, and a snitch."
He served more than four years
"Some of our people got caught
tonight, I'm probably going to in federal prison, longer than any
of the other Watergate conspirajail," and went to sleep.
The next day, Liddy said he tors.

Minister pleads guilty
By Jennifer Holland

Garcia, who grew up in Mexico,
said that as a boy he was abused
by a Roman Catholic priest
"Your kids need special counseling. 1 don't know what I can do
to help," he said. "What you are
seeing here is the result of somebody who never took the chance
to be counseled."
Garcia was recommended
strongly from his previous ministry in Carson City, Nev., when
came here in 1998 to work with
the Abbeville Baptist Association.
The umbrella group for local
churches was looking for a minister to serve the growing Hispanic
population in this textile town of
20,000 people.
He held Sunday night services
in Spanish at a local church and
performed counseling.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

GREENWOOD, S.C— A minisOne of the teens said lason volunteered to re-enact the stunt, ter and former elementary school
which took place in one boy's aide who videotaped himself
molesting children pleaded guilty
back yard.
Monday to sexually abusing nearMTV spokeswoman Tina ly two dozen youngsters and was
Exarhos said the show includes sentenced to 60 years in prison.
The Rev. Fernando Garcia, 42,
written and verbal disclaimers
stating, "The following show fea- pleaded guilty to 47 counts. He
tures stunts performed by profes- admitted molesting the 23 vicsionals and/or total idiots under tims ages 5 to 13 at his church
very strict control." The produc- office and at the school.
After his plea, the Baptist miners "insist that neither you or anyister stared at the courtroom floor
one else attempt to recreate or while the mother of two of the
perform anything you have victims, boys 10 and 12 at the
seen," the warning says. Exarhos time, called Garcia "this evil incarsaid the warning is repeated by nate" and said her family would
never be the same.
Knoxville.
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• Daily crossword answers
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• Archives of the Print Edition
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• Daily Horoscopes
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NBA: J. HOWARD'S 24 POINTS LEADS WIZARDS PAST CLEVELAND 95-89.
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Say goodbye to
Mile High Stadium

January 30,
2001

By Tiffany Merkteth
ASSOCIATED PRISS WHITER

DENVER — Denver's new
football stadium sold its name
for a pile of cash that's a mile
high.
Disregarding the wishes of the
mayor and many fans to preserve the name simply as "Mile
High Stadium.'' the new home of
the Broncos will be "Invesco
Field at Mile High"
Invesco Funds Group, a financial services company, will pay
$120 million for 20 years to have
its name on the stadium. The
Metropolitan Football Stadium
District Board accepted the offer
Monday in a 7-1 vote.
Taxpayers are responsible for
75 percent of the burden to
finance the $400 million facility,
which is being built next door to
the old stadium. The Broncos
begin play at their new home this
fall.

What more
could you
want at
Anderson?

wvw.bgnews.com/sports
BOWtlMG GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Perfect play propels BG
Men's tennis jumps to 3-0 after completing trifecta
■ekHm
ASSISUKI SPORTS EDIT0R

Nicolas Lopez Acevedo didn't
guarantee victory, but he said the
Bowling Green men's tennis
team wouldn't have much of a
problem with the tripleheader
that was scheduled for last weekend. The sophomore Falcon was
right.
"Not having much trouble"
may be an understatement by
Lopez-Acevedo. BG cruised past
Dayton. Indiana UniversityPurdue University Indianapolis
(IUPUI) and Yoimgstown State
by a combined score of 21 -0.
"As a whole we played well."

BG coach Jay Harris said. "We
were maybe sharper than I
thought we would be. The team
did a good job of keeping each
other up."
It was the first time in Falcon
history that the team competed
in a tripleheader. By the third
match, there was a question if
BG was in good enough shape to
stay at peak performance. Harris
said the team had no problem
with the challenge and they had
spent the two previous weeks
getting into shape for the matches.
BG started the day by romping
Dayton 7-0. Junior Vitek Wild led

Ryan Fonder
SIAII *RIIIR

Ricco Oglesby and Stephanie
Heldt dazzled the home crowd at
Perry Field House on Saturday at
the BGSU Invitational.
Oglesby ran his way to the top
spot in the 60 and 200-meter dash
es helping his team take home the
victory. Heldt accomplished an
amazing feat by leaping 6-0 in the
high jump, to set a school record
and place first. Heidi's record set
tlie tone and led her team into second for the meet.
"I could die a happy woman."
joked Heldt about tier record settingjump. "I'm really really excited.
Everyone makes goals, but to attain
them I'm the happiest person."
The BGSU Invitational matched
the men up against four welltrained teams (Toledo. Ohio,
Saginaw Valley, and Hillsdale
College) and the women against
three (Miami. Saginaw Valley and
Ohio).
The BG men led for the duration
of the meet and ended up with 178
points beating second place Ohio
by 46 points. Seven first place finishes for the Falcon men were the
main reason for the blowout victory-

letl Hmdenacti SJC News

...AND AWAY: A BG pole vauller shoots up toward the roof
of Perry Field House at the BGSU Invitational last weekend.

Drew Downey was one of the top
performers. Downey cleared 16-4
3/4 in the pole vault, barely edging
out Josh Little from Saginaw Valley

for first place.
The 3.000 meter showcased BC's
distance runners and ended with
three Falcons placing first, second,
and third Paul Niedzwiecki finished (fast in a time or 8:52.73 fol
lowed by Justin Perez and Nolan
Fahrer to finish second and third
respectively.
Josh Cook in the 600-meter, Ed
Stonestreet in the 800-meter and
the distance medley team rounded
out the men's successful day at the
track.

Women
The women's track team competed against four teams (Miami
(OH). Saginaw Valley and Ohio) and
found themselves vying for first
throughout the meet. In the end.
however, it was Miami (OH) finishing first, leaving the Falcon's second
Aside from Stephanie Heidi's
record settingjump, the day was full
of many highlights for the BG
women. Six Falcon women and
one relay team were victorious.
Coach Scott Sehmann enjoyed the
atmosphere that came with participating at home.
"I think there is a little bit more of
a pride factor when you're ninning
in your own facility," said Coach
Sehmann. "They (the athletes) have
the opportunity to have their peers
and family come and watch. It was
TRACK. PAGE 9

Hurricane whirls to Cleveland
» Tom Withers
SPORTS WRITER

BEREA, Ohio — Butch Davis,
who brought Miami's football
program back from ruin to
national
title
contention,
resigned on Monday to coach
the Cleveland Browns.
Davis, who led the Hurricanes
to a No. 2 ranking last season,
will be introduced at 10 a.m.
news conference on Tuesday at
the Browns' training facility,
team president Carmen Policy
said.
'The Browns organization is
extremely pleased to have Butch
Davis as our next coach," Policy
said in a statement.
Davis had been rumored to be
atop Cleveland's wish list since
the team fired Palmer on Jan. 11.
WKYC-TV and WTAM-AM in
Cleveland first reported that
Davis would take the Browns
job.
His agent, Marvin Demoff,
said after arriving in Cleveland
that Davis had' not yet signed a
contract with the Browns but the
sides were "in serious discussions. It's pretty close."
For weeks, Davis has been

Associated Press Photo

PLEASE STAND UP: Butch Davis was named the new head coach of the Browns Monday.
where he had been working on a
contract extension with the university. The Browns also refuted
having had a secret meeting with
Davis in Florida.
Davis told the Hurricanes'
players of his decision Monday
• mornlno and was heaiW '

Cleveland. His departure comes
one week before the end of the
college signing period.
"I'm disappointed."
said
Miami athletic director Paul Dee.
"I think coach Davis had a lot to
give UM and I'm pleased at the
•airroofViphaH "

Photo provided

GARD0NYI: Sophomore Peter
Gardonyi takes a swing.

MEN, PAGE 9

BG men taste victory,
women a near second place

Norman's stormin'

i

end of the day. Our team is the
same as it was last year, except
wc arc more experienced now. I
think it will be a good year."
The Falcons kept rolling
sweeping IUPUI 7-0 in the sec
ond match of the day. Wild once
again won the first flight of singles competition 6-1. 6-2 over
Aaron Nikou. BG sophomore
Peter Gardony and Nicolas
Lopez-Acevedo won the second
and third flights easily. Lopez
Accveclo's twin brother Micael
aLso was victorious with fresh
man Nick Moxley in the second

Track soars

ERIN
NORMAN
Guest columnist

Well, 1 figure that it is time for a
woman's two cents because my
friends, Aaron and Don need
some beer buddies. Besides our
love for beer we also love our BG
Falcons.
Despite our not-so-up-to-par
beginning, 1 believe we are in a
great position for March. Most of
the critics say we have lost all
leadership from last year's squad,
but I disagree. We have leaders
coming through each game, we
just can't find our consistency
with just one.
I saw Trent Jackson display
110% effort out the ass at last
Saturday's game vs. Ball State. He
was falling head first on the floor
more than a drunk at Howard's. I
have also seen Len Matela score
10 straight points and then they
stop giving him the ball. Feed the
big man the ball if he is en fuego,
that is where I see our inconsistencies. We seem to neglect our
hot players after they hit their
groove. Intensity is what we
have, and we should utilize the
players that are displaying it on
game time.
Speaking of intensity-what
has happened to Anderson
Arena? What happened to The
House that Roared? There are
still pieces of it left, but we are
more like the pussycats that cry!
The Sideline Squad is lonely, help
them out. They are the most
devoted fans we have at BG and
they are getting laryngitis The
games always prove to be entertaining with Keith McLeod's
Iverson-like ability, and Pardon's
ankle breaking moves.
Wc have an abundance of talent, we just haven't put it all
together yet. In my opinion, we
are setting ourselves up for being
the underdog, and the MAC
Tournament Champion. Who
cares about the regular season,
as we can see from past history.
MAC regular season champion
doesn't mean squat. They rarely
ever go to the Big Dance.
My main message is get out to
a basketball game. We need to
show other teams that we have
no doubt that our team can beat
anyone, plus it is entertainment
for all. You have the cheerieaders
and dance team (girls dancing
around with little clothing- gotta
love that boys!). You have the
Sideline Squad heckling opponents and girls let me tell you,
these guys are studs!
And finally a basketball team
that has talent in every position..
So don't bitch and moan about
nothing to do in BG until you
check out a game, so either put
your books down, or put the
roach out and get your ass to a
basketball game.
Erin Norman is a lonely cheerleader looking for a Mend to talk
to. and have long walks on the
beach with, andcandlelight dinners. She is sitting by her computer waiting for your response at

the way for the Falcons winning
the top single flight over Dayton's
Brad Nykiel 6 0, 6-1. Wild also
teamed with sophomore Geoff
Hiscox to capture the top doubles flight by a score of 8-3. Wild
has won 14 of his last 15 singles
matches. Harris said that Wild is
finally starting to get the respect
he deserves as he starts the second half of his college career.
Wild was satisfied with the victory and hopes it's a sign of things
to come
"We were happy to beat them
(Dayton)," Wild said. "We staried
out a little lazy, but we increased
our playing iOO percent by the

Dee said offensive coordinator
Larry Coker has been named
Miami's interim head coach.
Just last week, the Browns said
they were focusing their search
on NFL assistants, all but ruling

BGgets
into win
column
atlU
ByNKkHurtn
ASSISMNI SPORTS EDITOR

The
Bowling
Green
women's tennis team finally
got into the win column with
a 6 1 victory over Indiana
State in Bloomington.
The Falcons I 2 start this
season may not justify the|r
ability or effort level though.
Indiana State was the first
team the Falcons faced that
wasn't ranked in the top 60 in
the country. Later on
Saturday. BG fell to one of
those nationally ranked
teams. Indiana, who was
ranked 48th in the latest polls
swept the Falcons 7 0 in front
of their homeirowd.
"It felt good to get a win,"
BG coach Penny Dean said. "I
saw a lot of improvement in
our singles play, especially
against Indiana State Against
Indiana, tliey came out firing.
We just couldn't adjust to
their power. We didn't handle
it well."
BG started the day against
Indiana State, a team they
beat last spring but always
have close matches against
according to Dean Three BG
seniors grabbed the top tliree
singles flights.
Meghan
Rhodes won the top flight
with a 7-5,6 2 win over ISU$
Karen Human. BG's AbtJy
Hum m won a tough fight in
the second flight, nipping
past l aiilirI,I Salinas in thres
sets (6-0.4 6.10 7).
"Winning 6-1 sounds like
an easy victory, but it wasn't
as easy as it looked." Dean
said. "It was a battle through
out. Thankfully we came out
on top."
"We know where we have
to go now to compete In the
MAC."
junior
Devon
Bissinger said. "It was impor
tant to get that first win. We
just need to start closing out
our matches better."
Bissinger defeated Lori
Wilson in the third flight 6-4.
7-6 (4) to complete the top
three flight sweep for BG. The
Falcons also got a little help
from freshman Lisa Maloney
who defeated Lisa Hemdon
in two sets (6-2. 6-4). Laura
Whitney was the lone
Indiana State player to score
for her team with a 6-0. 4-6,
10-8 marathon win over BG
senior Tracy HowitL
The Falcons, who were
swept in their first match of
the season against Michigan,
received the same treatment
by the Hoosiers. Indiana had
already defeated Ball State 70 earlier in the day and were
3-0 against MAC teams this

wnwM PAr.ro *
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BG ices Penguins
MEN. FROM PAGE 8
flight of doubles competition.
Falcon juniors Mike Kossoff and
Ed Kuresman completed the
doubles sweep for BG with an 8-1
victory over their opponents.
The Falcons ended the firsttime
tripleheader
agairrst
Youngstown State, who was considered as the weakest of the

Davis gets the job

three teams. BG used its depth to
rip the Penguins and keep their
record perfect with a 7-0 victory.
Toledo native and the Falcon's
lone senior Bradon Gabel lead
the Falcons with a 6-1.6-2 victory
over Brandon Williams. Gabel
teamed with Nicolas LopezAcevedo to also capture the top
flight in doubles with an 8-3 victory over their opponents

DAVIS, FROM PAGE 8
out the possibility of hiring Davis.
Oklahoma coach Bob Stoops or
Washington
coach
Rick
Neuheisel.
Browns owner Al Lerner shot
down reports Davis was coming
lo Cleveland, saying. "There is no
Butch Davis."
Davis, 49, was in the fourth
year of a seven-year contract at
Miami and had nearly agreed to a
five-year extension at the university. Davis met with Dee last
weekend and said the sides only
had to work out a few detaiLs on
the contract.
Davis, who interviewed for the
expansion Houston Texans' head

BG gets three first
TRACK FROM PAGE 8
nice to be here."
The women are known to pro
duce a strong field event team,
which
they
proved
again
Saturday winning four of the six
events. But this season the track
runners have pushed the team be
more competitive on a consistent
basis The women runners displayed their newfound need for
speed on Saturday.
Lisa Mariea got things started
off right by winning the 5,000
meter race in a time of 17:35.04.
Freshman Brianna Killian later
followed with a first place finish

in the 600-meter in a time of
1:38.62. The Falcon's distance
medley team kept up the
momentum by beating out
Miami (OH) by 22 seconds.
Three first place finishes in
Saturday's meet shows Coach
Sehmann the effort his runners
are putting forth.
"The track events are doing a
very good job and they have
come a long way from where they
were last year," said Coach
Sehmann. "Now we're becoming
a multifaceted team and that will
make us obviously stronger."
"Those individuals are raising the
bar to be competitive."

Did you know...
There are l million

Hoosiers win big
WOMEN, FROM PAGE 8
season.
"We were a little tired against
Indiana, but they had a match
earlier in the day also," Dean said.
"We might have gotten a game or
two more if it was our first match
of the day. We fought really hard
though and blocked out that
tiredness. The team showed a lot
of heart."
IU defeated the Falcons by a
combined set record of 98-38.
Dean said that while she saw

Associated Press Photo

ants for every person

coaching job. had reportedly lost
interest in pursuing a job with the
Browns because he would not
have full control of football oper
ations in Cleveland.
Dwight Clark is in charge of
personnel decisions with the
Browns, but Davis' hiring could
indicate a reshuffling in the
Browns' front office.
The Browns' coaching search is
ending just when it seemed to be
picking up steam. The club had
asked for permission to speak
with Super Bowl defensive coordinators
Marvin
Lewis
of
Baltimore and John Fox of the
New York Giants this week. Both
coaches were scheduled to visit
Cleveland in the next few days.

SAME FACE, DIFFERENT UNIFORM: Former BG forward
and current San Antonio Spur Antonio Daniels guards Glenn
Rice during a January game against New York.

improvement in her singles play,
the team did not improve from
Michigan during their doubles
matches. Maloney was the closest Falcon to win a set losing 2-6.
5-7 to Hoosier Karie Schlukebir.
She did lead 5-3 in the second set
until Sclukebir rallied back to
win.
The Falcons will return to
action in two weeks (February 9)
against Cincinnati at Shadow
Valley in Toledo. The match will
begin at 6 pm.
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Medical and Chiropractic Services
J.L. Smith M.D. Patrick O'Shea D.C.
• Back, neck, and limb pain
• Sports injuries

• Headaches
• General practice

1072 N. Main
Immediate Appointments 354-6166
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FREE DELIVERY

Time Is Running Out For Fall 2001
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3 bedroom/2 baths
Furnished
Close to campus
Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace

...Get Them While They Last!

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

Help educate your campus
on issues of Sexual
Assault. Men Educating Men
on the Prevention of Sexual
Assault (MEMPSA) Information Network (SAIN)
are looking for facilitators. Applications can be
picked up at the
Wellness Connection and are
due by Feb. 1.
Training will be held ______

1 Ertlffl MM
Come get involved!

for more information call Jenr Wickcrsham at 372-0470

We've only got a few apartments leftHurry and get yours before they're all gone!
Mid Am Manor

702 Third: 4
839 Fourth: 1,5, 8,9. & 10

Am
agement

Rent these modern
2 bedroom units for
$490/month!
Free heat, water &
sewer at these locations

Call or stop by our office today!

Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG

352-4380

NEWS
Classified
Ads
372-6977
The BG Ne»» nrwo« the ngbt iod«line.dii(onitnue or rr>ise an* adverti*cmeM luch u
ihoir found m tr oVfamiitocv. lacking in IMiuil Ivuit. mi«le*)ing or tjhe in naiurr All
ad >crtitc remit are tubjro lo ediling and

■mmj

Get involved on campus with MEMPSA & SAIN, men educating men.
Men Educating Men on the Prevention of Sexual Assault & Sexual Assault Information Network. Applications can be picked up at 170 Student Health Service (Wellness Connection). Applications due by Feb.
1st. Training Feb. 2nd @ 3-8pm.
Any questions, call 372-0470. Come
and be a presenter and make a difference.

logon
www.bgnews.com

SIGNING LEASES
NOW
2001/2002

S1Q AN HOUR t COMMISSION!!!!!!
Truareen-Chemlawn is currently
looking for energetic candidates who
seek to make good money white improving their communication skills
through telephone sales.
- Make up to $15 an hour!!!
- $200 Sign on Bonus!!! •
- No experience necessary!!
- Work in a fun environment with fun
people!!
- Work for an employer who is willing to work around your existing
school or work schedule!!
- Full and Part-Time Positions Avail!
- No cold calling-leads are provided!!
- Give us a call-well talk to everyone!!
Call Neal @ (419)874-5004 or fax
resume to (4191674-7107 to see

Spring Break: Panama City, Daylona Beach, South Beach Florida.
Best parties, hotels, and condos!
Lowest prices!
www.myspringbreak.net
1-800-575-2026

£W>A ft*t>A Q0»A i»>A QOA QOA
»<PA Sl«t>A «4>A SW>A Q4>A SKPA
National Service Sorority Inlorma-'
tional meeting Tuesday, January
30th 9:00pm Offenhauer East Conference room.

Personals

"ATTENTION"
Student Organization Fair
TODAY. January 30 2:30-5pm
BA Building, 2nd floor lounge
'Refreshments will be served*

City Events

Travel
11111 Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! S Days $279! Includes
Meals & Free Parties! Awesome
beaches. Nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica $439!
springbreaktravel.com
1 -800-6786386
Kill! Spring Break Panama City
$129! Boardwalk Room w/Kitchen
Next to Clubs! Daylona $159! South
Beach$199! springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Confidential Eating Disorder
Support Group
Women & Men at all stages of
recovery. Group support &
encouragement. Confidential
interactive discussions.
Every Monday 7-8:30pm
Women's Center, 107 Hanna Hall
Call Judy Miller @ 372-7426 for
more information.
DEADLINE FOR BIOLOGY
SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS is
February 9!
-

AI'AI" AI" AI' M" AI AI AI" Ar
Delia Gamma Open Recruitment
Tuesday, January 30 & Wed.
Jan 31. 8-9pm & 9-10pm @ the
DG house. Bring your friends.
Can't wait to see you!

Ar ar ar ar ar ar ai ar ar
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M,
W, C DOUBLES RACOUETBALLJAN 30; M, W TEAM HANDBALLJAN. 31; M. W, C CURLING-FEB 6;
CO-REC WALLYBALL-FEB. 7.
INTRAMURAL TEAM HANDBALL
OFFICIALS NEEDED NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY APPLY IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE MUST
COMPLETE TAKE-HOME TEST
AND ATTEND MANDATORY CLINIC JAN 31.

MANAGEMENT
130 E. Washington Sued. Bowling Green

354-6036
ATTENTION
GRAD STUDENTS!

Garbage Disposal

2 Bdrm washer/dryer hook-up
Slarts ai S3°0-Call 353-5800

Jay-Mar Apartments
80MI5 8m St./Avall. Now 8< Fall
2 bodroom-$475/mo.-12 mo. lease
Some remodeled
S550/mo.-12 mo lease
Laundry facilities on-scte
♦Air/heat

Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poc
Studios & Large 1 Bdrms.
Laundry on site
Starts at $250-Call 353-5800

g

Heinz site Apts. 710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 Bdrm/Air Condition

Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
2 Bdrms have washer/dryer in them
Starts at S410 Call 353-5800

^vfE^CA
Management Inc.

YVillo* House Apts. 830 Fourth Si.
I bdrm ./Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at S400 - Call 353-5800

Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/-meeca

»1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida. Earn cash & Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007.
endlesssummer1ours.com

HIGHLAND

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apis. 1082 Fairview.
I Bdrm & 2 Bdrm
Air condition/Dishwasher

Management Inc.

"ATTENTION"
Student Organization Fair
TODAY, January 30 2:30-5pm
BA Building. 2nd floor lounge
•Refreshments will be served"

Spring Break 2001
Panama City Beach. Flonda
Accommodations directly on the
STRIP $80-110 per nighl, per room.
All rooms sleep 4-5 people. &
include kitchens. To book your
reservation, call 1-850-234-3997

Management Inc.

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or

Help Wanted

Acoustic Jam Every Tuesday
O Mark's Pub
{comer ol Wooster & Manvilie)
Call 352-2447 loi details & signup

Campus Events

AfEfcCA

Travel

S<t>E I4>E S*E B*E I<t>E S*E Z<t>E
Sigma Phi Epsilon recruitment
Jan. 31. Feb. 1. 5, 6 7:30-9:30pm
20E IO>E I0E I<t»E I<t»E £0>E SOE

lie lit, "•"*%*ill IK* M>o»itl|ly *C<ep« Jfl»n
iiwmrnit itiM Jiiiniiiiruic. in cnciMiiage dn
tnnunjuon apum ut> irati'tdiul of group on
Ibc I>IM- rW nc*i m, <<>'■•' >iml religion.
national ongin. Kiual oncntJiioci. diubility.
tUfut u a >MPitn. or on ihf t>*>n ot any other
leg «tiy pnttmni watm

Management Inc.

Campus Events

The Highland*
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, kxindry facilities
in Wdg.. a/c. quiet
From $395/month —
L ■

Wanted
Roommate needed to share 7th St.
apt. Own bedroom, S215/month ♦
utilities. Nonsmokers only. Call Eric
at 352-4115

S9 AN HOUR!!'
We're looking for enthusiastic people who enjoy talking on the phone
and working in a fun environment!!
No Selling Required!
Opportunity for increased earnings
Fun Work Environment
Part-Time Mon-Thurs: 5-9pm
Sat.: 9am-12pm
Industry Leader: Truareen-Chem
lawn
Call Neal @ (419)874-5004 or fax
resume to (4191874-7107 to see
how Trugreen-ChQmlfiWO can help
further your career!!
"Child Care Needed"
In our Perrysburg home for 21 mth,
old boy. Approx. 2pm-6pm up to 4
daysAvk. Early childhood edu. or
related major preferred. Call Ann
Marie ® 419-874-0878
Camp Gives Kids a World of good!
HORlZONCAMPS.COM = SUMMER JOB/INTERNSHIP!
5 great kids summer camps in NY,
ME, PA and WV seek General
Counselors & Group Leaders, plus
Activity Specialists and Directors
who teach/coach: tennis,
swimming, climbing, backpacking, caving,
mountain biking, nature, kayaking,
canoeing,
sailing,
water-skiing,
windsurfing, ropes course, theatre,
dance, arts, crafts, ceramics, woodworking, stained glass, website design, desktop publishing, photography, video, weights/fitness, gymnastics, archery, golf, volleyball, rollerhockey, lacrosse, soccer, baseball,
and basketball! Nurses, kitchen and
operations staff also needed. Wide
range of paid internships for many
majors! June 16 - August 16 Benefits include training, salary, accommodation, food, laundry, and travel
allowance. Apply online at www horizoncamps.com or call (800) 5445448

"ATTENTION"
Student Organization Fair
TODAY. January 30 2:30-5pm
BA Building, 2nd floor lounge
"Refreshments will be served*

For Sale
1989 Toyota Tercel, 2 dr. coupe,
red, aulo, A/C, new exhaust, new
tires, 96.000 miles. 353-8810.
1996 Oldsmobile Achieva SC
2 door, automatic, fJC, cruise.
cassette. 108,000 miles.
$5,000 obo. 373-6039 after 6:30pm.

GLASSWARE TECH: Ft. lime opportunity. 20 hr.Avk. Flexible scheduling. $6 ,75/hr Duties include washing bottles and laboratory glassware. Apply in person at: Chemron
Corp. 1142 N. Main SI. Bowling
Green, OH.

Computer: Compaq Presark), Penlium III 700 MHZ, 128 MB RAM, 20
GB Hard Drive, CD-ROM, CD-RW,
56K Modem. 107100 MB Ethernet,
15" Monitor. Windows 98 SE.
$1400. 372-3968. Email:
bwilsoObgnel.bgsu.edu.

Lawn care specialist, up to $107hr.
or more with experience. Full and
part-time available. Please call TruGreen Chemlawn at 874-3575. ask
for Jeff.

HONDAS FROM $500! Police Impounds and lax repos! For listings 1 800-719-3001 ext4558.

Mature, loving nanny needed to care
for our child in our BG home. M-F
(10-4). References and transportation required. Call Jenny or Leslie at
823-7017.

For Rent

OPPORTUNITY: Be a distributor on
campus lor Calif-based cosmetics
company. Our liquid lip color.
LipSense. is unlike any lipstick
you've ever used before. Good income potential lor motivated individual Great fund-raising for sorority.
Barb 440-498-9983 or
LipSsnse4Mfl@aQl.com
Part-time childcare staff positions,
available, please call 352-2506
SHUTTLE DRIVER-Providing Iransportation for adults with mental retardation/developmental disabilities
Part-Time. Salary $7 55 hourly 90
days. Ihereafter S9.39-S15 92. Four
yrs. dnving expenence and High
School Diploma or GED required.
Application deadline 2/1/01. Applications packets may be obtained from
the Wood County Board ol MR/DD,
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd.. Ent.
B.. Bowling Green. 8:00am-4:30pm.
EOE.
We want to meet you!
Renhlll Staffing Service* is having
a job recruit at the Woodland Mall
on Thursday, February 1st from
10-3. Please bring a picture ID and
Soc Security Card.
Hope lo see you there!
353-1540.

1995 Mercury Sable GS 4-door sedan, automatic A/C, cruise, cassette. Well-maintained. 76.800
miles $4500 Call late afternoons,
evenings, weekends 352-1398.

Sell It In

The BG News
Classifieds

I Panama-City FL BEACH
/TRIPS

"Needed immed./own room. 1 female/2 it related, located at 729 4th
St. $225/450/mo. Call 353-0325
"01-02 Houses, Apts , & Efficiencies
•729 4th St. 4 bedroom, C/A
"311 & 316 E. Merry. 2 bedroom Apt
•146 S. College, eff.. incl. utits, W/D
•309 1/2 E. Merry, rooms incl. utils
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm.
1 -4 subleasers needed at Haven
House Apis. ASAP on Wooster
$480/mo. Please contact 354-4440
or 352-9378
4 bdrm, 1 Bth House 9 516 E
Reed. Avail. Aug. 16th for a 12 mo.
lease. House in good shape w/ nice
backyard. Carpeted w/ oft street
parking avail. Unfurnished exceplthdge and stove. No dogs allowed. II
interested call 419-885-8307 and
leave a message lor Steve.
Apt. for 55 2 bdrm, furnished. 704
5th Street, Available May, Aug. or
Summer leases, 352-3445
Available immediately:
1 large bdrm. in cozy, rooming
house Great location. $235/mo
including utilities.
For into call 373-1905.
Female subleaser needed, $225/including utilities, except electric and
phone. Own room, available ASAP.
Phone « 354-1249 or 354-3456
For Rent. 1 bdrm duplex. 2 blks
from campus. Very private. Aug.
lease. 1 person Call 352-9392

For Sale

rtbl4-Mar31,a00U

House tor rent. 1 block from campus. Excellent cond. Siblings & 2
roommates. $1400 353-9102.
Houses, 1, 2, & 3 bdrm apis beginning May 01 9& 12 mo leases
352-7454
Now Leasing 01T02
Georgetown Manor. 800 3rd St. 1 &
2 bdrms., 616 2nd SI 1 bdrm. and
efficiency Call 354-9740 for more
info.
One subieasor needed, University
Village Apts Call Scott O 352-6106

Cla-Zel Theatre
MtownBG * 353-1351

The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom. A/C,
on-site laundry, ceramic He.
soundproof construction, skylights
dishwashers, vaulted ceilings
From $510/month -12 month lease

[Look no further
than Kaufman's Steakhouse
for NTN Interactive Trivia

14354 West Poe
3* bedrooms, anal setting
W/D. aty services
JlOOO/month -12 month lease

GO*©!
ase.com

Call 354-6036 From 9-5
Take a virtual tour at
^www.wcnet.ofg/-hlghlqnd_y

you further your career!!

Help Wanted

J»800»STJTJCHASE

Student Organizations

STEAK HOUSE

ll lit IV 0TCIII fault /*•

mix lliini; bill trivial.

Small Time
Crooks PC
5:00

MASH
7:009:00

■

Tuesday January 30th

HikT

Moon-4pm
101 OiscampHall

with over 300 organizations,
there are plenty of reasons to

get involved
emerrt
i

for more information call:
372-2343 or involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu

THE CAMPUS

EEHJWORDS
I Danny Glover brings his talents to
BGSU campus Feb. 2
BY KYIENE FOSTER, ASSISTANT EDITOR

The Black Student Union is
kicking off this year's Black
History Month with a bang:
Danny Glover is coming to
BGSU! He will be appearing
8 p.m. Friday, Feb. 2 in 101
Olscamp Hall with
actor/director Felix
Justice.
Danny Glover is an
accomplished actor
of both stage and
screen who reached
international fame
after he starred as
Roger Murtaugh in
1987's blockbuster,
"Lethal Weapon."
The film earned him
his first NAACP
Image Award. In
1988, after appearing in HBCs film
"Mandela," Glover
earned another Image Award,
and was also presented the
CableACE Award.
Since then. Glover has gone
on to act in a variety of film
and television roles, including last year's "Boesman &
Lena" with Angela Bassett.
Glover has been known to
lend complexity to the
diverse characters he has portrayed during his long career;
and there is no doubt that he
will bring that same intensity

with him when he comes to
Bowling Green.
Justice will start the night off
with his critically acclaimed
portrayal of Martin Luther
King Jr. He will recite two of
Dr. King's most memorable

have inspired him during his
own life.
Following the performance,
the two men will join together on stage to answer questions from the audience. This
is sure to be a very entertaining and insightful event.
Tickets are $10 (bursarable)
for University students with
student l.D. General admission is $20. Tickets can be
purchased at the University
Copy Center.

DANNY GLOVER
& FELIX JUSTICE

speaches, practically
transforming himself
into the legendary
civil rights leader.
Justice will then
introduce Glover,
who will perform
some of Langston
Hugh's theatrical
readings. Glover will
bring the AfricanAmerican writer's legendary
words to life. He will also
explain how Hugh's words

liiiWH-iiJ:

Doors open for the performance at 7 p.m.
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Next Issue: FEB. 13

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

WOOD LANE
2001
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"Mikan no Taikyoku"
Asian movies are the
gaining prominence and
(-TheGoMaeters-J,
which i* a 1983 Montreal
popularity in our culture
V*rldFUmFeetr«l grand
today. Director Ang Lee
prtoewinner, wil be .
just won a Golden Globe
for his crroeally acclaimed shown in the Giah Him
Theater «t 7:30 p.m.
nwvie, "Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon.'Another The film, by
Japanese/Chinese direcAsian fflm, "In the Mood
tors Masahlro Sato and
for Ian." is getting
phenomenal reviews just
Wang Zhi-Min, tefls a
story lasting 33 years
at it at about to open in
between two families and
theaters.
two lands. It is told in
Oh Trwradey, Feb. •.students can view an Aafa*
Japanese with Enghah
Mm that made an impact
subtitles.
almost two decade* ago.
■mvlNABt.EDITOt

lovm UntimHmd Cobont
It's that time of year
again. All the department
stores are gearing up for
another Valentine's Day.
They're stocking up on
cards, gifts and candies.
You may even be looking
forward to receiving some
goodies from your sweetie. But, if you're tired of
the same old thing on
Valentine's Day, they're
may be something different and enjoyable for you.
The Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity and the Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority are
sponsoring a 'Love
Unlimited Cabaret.- The
event will be held
Saturday, February 10, at
the Elks Lodge beginning
at 8 p.m.
The cabaret is sure to be
an enjoyable experience
for those who attend.
-We wanted to
do an event that
would bring people
together for Valentine's
Day for a classy, but festive atmosphere,- said

James Raglan, Events
Chairman for Phi Beta
Sigma.
According to fraternity
member Craig C. Smith,
'Dress is 'suit and tie' for
men and 'best dress' for
ladies."
A cash bar will be
featured and nor d'oeuvrea will also be served.
Tickets are bursarable and
can be purchased in
Olscamp Hall next to the
snack stand MondayFriday from 10 a.m.
through 4 p.m. The
tickets are $8 per person
or $12 per couple.
lY KYlEr* fOSTHt

Sony Playstation/VCR
Raffle and Hat and
Glove Sale

9 a.m. -5 p.m.
(see above for more information)
UAO Info Table

11 a.m. -5 p.m.
Located at the Education Steps
Alpha Sigma Phi Concert

Cleveland Cavs Roadtrip
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
On February 23,2001 UAO is
sponsoring a trip to the Cavs
vs. Pacer's Ga.m.e. Tickets are
only $26, and there are only a
limited a.m.ount. Please pay with
checks or bursar only.
Sony Playstation/VCR

Raffle and Hat and Glove
Sale

9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Harshman Quad Dance
Marathon Committee will be
raffling off a Sony Playstation
2 and a JVC VCR. Hats, Cloves
and head bands will also be sold.
Ed Building Steps
Alpha Sigma Phi Concert
Ticket Raffle
11 a.m. -3 p.m.
Kkkkkkkiiiiiiidddddd ROCK
concert ticket raffle, enter to
win a chance to see him in
concert. Tickets will be1for$3
or 2 for $5. Education Steps
Student Organization
Showcase

Noon -4 p.m.
Come and see over 75 student
organizations. Find out how
you can get involved on campus!
101 Olscamp
WEDNESDAY

a—

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Ticket Raffle
Ki.lr.uk live in concert.
Tickets will belfor$3 or 2 for
$5. Located at the Education
Steps
Black History Month Kick
Off Celebration

11 a.m.
"Look How Far We've come"
Sponsored by Black Student
union. 101 Olscamp
Universities Activities
Organization Info Table

11 a.m. -5 p.m.
Located at the Education Steps
Nancy Drew, Hollywood,

6 the "Typical Teenage
Girl"
Noon
This presentation by liana
Nash, doctoral candidate in
American Culture Studies,
will examine the studio's
alteration of Nancy Drew to
match contemporary ideas
about the "typical" teenage
Sirl and her role in society.
he Women's Center -107
Hanna Halt
Education Abroad

3:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m.
Informational Session
1103 Offenhauer West
Education Abroad
International Travel
Grant

5 p.m.
Forms Due
Centers for International
Programs, 1106 Offenhauer West
Men's Basketball

January

31

Roadtrip
8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Cleveland Cavalier vs.
Indiana Pacer Ticket Sales (see
above for more information)

7p.m.
BG hosts Western Michigan .
Anderson Arena

Women's Basketball

7 p.m.
Women travel toWestern
Michigan
Kalamazoo, Michigan
The Godfather
7:30p.m.
tl972) by American Director:
rancis Ford Coppola. The

Godfather tells the story of
Maffia patriach Don Corleone
(Marlon Brando) and his family's involvement in the New
York underworld. Based on
the best-selling novel by
Mario Puzo, the film is all at
once a "documentary" of
Maffia life, a thriller and even
a tragic love story. The most
notable performace is Marlon
Brando's soft spoken, hoarsevoiced Don Corleon.
Cish Film Theater

greatest cinematographer and
author of the Apu Trilogy, Ray
focuses on Wazed Ali Shah,
ruler of one of the last independent kingdoms of India.
The British are preparing for
annexation. Political pressures
built. But Ali Shah, secluded
in his palace, immerses himself in the arts. His courtiers
Slav endless games of chess,
isn Film Theatre.
Women's Basketball

Faculty Artist Series

Noon
Women's team hosts Kent
State. Game to be televised by
Fox Sports Net Ohio.
Anderson Arena

8 p.m.
William Mathis, a new professor of trombone at the
College of Musical Arts will
perform. Free and open to the
public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center

Hockey

7 p.m.
Bowling Green hosts Lake
Superior State.
BGSU be Arena

The Godfather

9:15 p.m.
Sponsored by UAO. Ill
Olscamp
THURSDAY

Roadtrip

8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Cleveland Cavalier vs.
Indiana Pacer Ticket Sales
(See above for more information.)

SUNDAY

Sony Playstation/VCR
Raffle and Hat and
Glove Sale

9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Education Building Steps
(See above for more information)
February

1

Roadtrip

8 a.m. - 5p.m.
Cleveland Cavalier vs.
Indiana Pacer Ticket Sales
(See above for more information)
Sony Playstation/VCR
Raffle and Hat and
Glove Sale

9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Located at the Education Steps
Alpha Sigma Phi Concert

11 a.m. -3 p.m.
Ticket Raffle
Located at the Education Steps
(See above for more information)
Block History Month
Luncheon

11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Sponsored by black student
union.
101 Olsca.m.p
International film
7:30 p.m.
Shatranj Ke Khiladi/Chess
Players (1977) by Indian
Director: Satyajit Ray. India's

Hockey hosts Lake
Superior State

7 p.m.
BGSU Ice Arena
"An Evening With Martin
and Langston"

8 p.m.
Performance be Danny Glover
and Felix Justice with their
words of Langston Hughes
and Martin Luther King, Jr.
Tickets on sale at Campus
Copy Center, 111 University
Hall, or by calling the Black
Student Union Office. With
BGSU I.D $10, general $20
Sponsored by the Black
Student Union Doors will
open at 7p.m.. CONTACT
PERSON: Rickie Waugh,
2-2692 rwaugh@bgnet...
Olscamp 101 (See article for
more information)

February 4
Faculty Artist Series

3 p.m.
Jay Miglia, jazz saxophone, is
on the adjunct faculty at the
College of Musical Arts. Free
and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.

Graduate Creative
Writers Club Table

8 a.m. -8 p.m.
Olscamp Hall
Roadtrip
8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Cleveland Cavalier vs.
Indiana Pacer Ticket Sales.
(See above for more information)

Sony Playstation/VCR
Raffle and Hat and
Glove Sal*
9a.m. -5p.m.
Table in Olscamp Hall

Campus Sale

10 a.m. -6 p.m.
Student Services Forum
Phi Eta Sigma Raffle

Noon -4 p.m.
Help Phi Eta Sigma raise
money and possibly win great
prizes, enter today.
Olscamp Hall

University of Michigan and
internationally acclaimed performer and pedagogue will
appear. StudentsTrom the
College of Musical Arts will
be featured in the performance. Sponsored by the College
of Musical Arts.
Bob Marley's Jamaican
Holiday Dinner

University Dining Services.
McDonald Dining Center

the door Students-$7 'available at the Clazel or by calling
419-352-7453.
Claztl Theatre, downtown
Bowling Green
Faculty Artist Series:

8 p.m.
Faculty Composers' Forum
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center

WEDNESDAY

Panel Disscussion

7 p.m. -8 p.m.
Recognizing Cultural
Diversity in our Public
Schools
Sponsored by Phi Delta Kappa
February

7

Graduate Creative
Writers Club Table

8 a.m. -8 p.m.
Olscamp Hall

February

6

Bob Marley's Birthday
Lunch Celebration
Sponsored by university dining services.
Founders Keepers Food Court
Graduate Creative

Writers
8 a.m. -8 p.m.
Club Table
Olscamp Hall
Roadtrip

8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Cleveland Cavalier vs.
Indiana Pacer Ticket Sales
(See above for more information)
Sony Playstation/VCR
Raffle and Hat and
Glove Sale

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Campus Sale

10 a.m. -6 p.m.
Student Services Forum
Phi Eta Sigma Raffle

Noon -4 p.m.
(See above for more information)
Ms. Nancy Bender

2:30 p.m. -3:30 p.m.
Female Abolishionists in the
western reserve 1848 sponsored by BGSU Firelands.
TBA
Master Class on AfricanAmerican Spirituals
6 p.m.

Graduate Creative
Writers

8 a.m. -8 p.m.
Club Table
Olscamp Hall

Roadtrip

Roadtrip

8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Cleveland Cavalier vs.
Indiana Pacer Ticket Sales
(See above for more information)

8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Cleveland Cavalier vs.
Indiana Pacer Ticket Sales
(See above for more information)

Jehovah's Witness On
Campus Info Table

9 a.m. -3 p.m.
University Hall

Sony Playstation/VCR
Raffle and Hat and
Glove Sale

9 a.m. -5 p.m.
(See above for more information)

Sony Playstation/VCR
Raffle and Hat and
Glove Sale
9 a.m. -5 p.m.

(See above for more information)
Campus Sale

10 a.m. -6 p.m.
Student Services Forum
Phi Eta Sigma Raffle

Campus Sale

10 a.m. -6 p.m.
Student Services Forum

Noon -4 p.m.
(See above for more information)
Education Abroad

Brown Bag Lunch Series:

Noon
"If It Is To Be, It's Up To Me":
Black Female Working Class
Life & Community in
Brooklyn New York. This presentation will discuss the
researchers' experiences looking at life histories of African
American women who
migrated from the American
South to Brooklyn, New York
between 1930-1940.
The Women's Center -107
Hanna Hall
Phi Eta Sigma Raffle

Noon -4 p.m.
Olscamp Hall
Movie
5:15 p.m.
"Remember the Titans."
Sponsored by UAO.
Ill Olscamp

With Tenor George Shirley
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center

Women's Basketball
7 p.m.
Bowling Green hosts Ohio.
Anderson Arena

African American
Spirituals

Vance Gilbert

6p.m. -8 p.m.
Professor George ShirleyFaculty member of the

Odun Omo Eniyon
Children's Festival
Workshop for Toledo
Teachers and Parents
Graduate Creative
Writers Club Table
8 a.m. -8 p.m.
Olscamp Hall.

9 a.m. -Noon
Sponsored by the Africana
Heritage Series, BGSU. Village
Shule Charter School, Toledo

Roadtrip

The Phi Beta Sigma and
Delta Sigma Theta PreValentines Day Cabaret

8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Cleveland Cavalier vs.
Indiana Pacer Ticket Sales.
(See above for more information)

Chapter. TBA

TUESDAY

Philharmonia is directed by
Emily Freeman Brown. The
concert will feature the graduate and undergraduate winners of the College of Musical
Arts' annual Competition in
Music Performance.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Building

(Rounder/Philo
Recording Artist)
7:30 p.m.
Tickets: $10 in advance, $12 at

3:30 p.m. -4:30p.m.
Informational Session.
1103 Offenhauer West

Sony Playstation/VCR
Raffle and Hat and Glove
Sale

9 a.m. -5 p.m.
(See above for more information)
Campus Sale

10 a.m. -6 p.m.
Student Services Forum
Phi Eta Sigma Raffle

Noon -4 p.m.
Help Phi Eta Sigma raise

money and possilby win great
Srizes, enter today.
Iscamp Hall

7:30 p.m.
Mikan no taikyoku/The Go
Masters (1983) by
Japanese/Chinese Directors:
Masahiro Sato and Wang ZhiMin. A Japanese Go master
and his Chinese rival meet to
play this chess-like game a
decade before the start of
WWII. The Chinese master's
son travels to Japan, and so
begins a 33-year story of two
families and two lands. The
film, told in Japanese with
English subtitles, reflects the
two countries' often tragic
relations. 1983 Montreal
World Film Festival grand
prizewinner.
Cis/i Film Theatre

University Performing
Dancers

8 p.m.
Tickets at the door.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre,
University Hall
SUNDAY

Transnational/Postcoloni
al Feminisms

2 p.m.
Panelists will discuss issues of
"difference," multiple voices,
dialogic exchange and the
production of "countersentences" to hegemonic structures of oppression which are
central to much of transnational and postcolonial feminisms
The Women's Center
107 Hanna Hall
Women's Tennis

International film

8 p.m.
Semi-formal attire is a must.
Bring Valentines Day in with
class and show the one you
love a good time. Food, cash
bar, and a lot of fine people
will be present. So come on
out, all are welcome.. E-mail
PBSEpsilonPhi@hotmail.com
for more information.
The Elks Lodge

6 p.m.
Bowling Green hosts
Cincinnati. Toledo, Ohio
(Shadow Valley)

I

I I
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Women's Gymnastics

2 p.m.
Bowling Green hosts
Michigan State.
Bowling Green, Ohio.
Eppler Center Gymnasium
Bryan Chamber Series

University Performing
Dancers

8 p.m.
Tickets at the door.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre,
University Hall

3 p.m.
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center

University Performing
Dancers

8 p.m.
Tickets at the door.
Eva Marie Saint Theatre,
University Hall

Roadtrip
Bowling Green
Philharmonia
8 a.m.

Winners of the 2000 Annual
Competitions in Music
Performance. The

8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Cleveland Cavalier vs.
Indiana Pacer Ticket Sales
(See above for more information)

located on East Gypsy
Lane Rd., it part of the
Wood County Board of
Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities. One of the
flimft MfVlCM OBCTBO
through Wood Lane is
the Special Orympics
program.

fcit after fulfilling the
secjaireoiant} for her
major, Mnkman conrintkad to volunteer because
paWUkaastsomuch.
*M»s,sUook»toodona
resume,*' she says, *but
if s a rewarding experience as weal Coming
home, after volunteering.

untow hours fa* her
major and was interested
mtr.Sc^OJympta.

I always fad better than
vrhtnllesV
Special Olympic volunteers typically help
coaches by supervising,
chiperceung, and motivating the athletes.
Wood Lane is always
looking for more volunteers. If you're interested
in making a difference in
someone's life, contact
Amy Poseier (352-5115)
for more information.

I William Mathis featured performer in
Faculty Artist series on Jan. 31
THE CAMPUS BUZZ

William Mathis is ready to
show the University his
stuff.
Mathis, one of the newest
professors at the College of
Musical Arts, will be featured in the "Faculty Artist

Series" on Jan. 31. The concert will feature Mathis' talent on the trombone. The
concert is scheduled for 8
p.m. in the Bryan Recital
Hall in the Moore Musical
Arts Center. Admission is

free.
Other upcoming performances in the Faculty Artist
Series include Jay Miglia,
jazz saxophone on Feb. 4
and the Faculty Composer's
Forum on Feb. 7.

J 4 J j a
| Undergraduate and graduate Music performance winners featured in Feb. 10 concert
BY KYIENE FOSTER. ASSISTANT EDITOR

On February 10, some of
Bowling Green's most talented singers and musicians
will be performing at 8 p.m.
in Kobacker Hall.
The Bowling Green
Philharmonic and Winners
of the 2000 Annual
Competition in Music
Performance Concert" will
feature one undergraduate
and one graduate winner
who will be under the direction of Dr. Emily Freeman
Brown.
The undergraduate winner,
soprano Juliane Gorretta, a
senior music education
major from Dayton, Ohio.
She is a member of the
University Chorale Society
and Collegiate Chorale.
Gorretta has appeared as
Yum-Yum in "The Mikado"

with the Bowling Green
Opera Theater. Currently,
she studies voice with Dr.
Barbara LockardZimmerman.
Gorretta will be performing
"Lia's Recitative and Aria"
from "L'enfant Prodigue" by
Claude Debussy and "Quel
guardo, il cavaliere" from
"Don Pasquale" by Gaetano
Donizetta."
The graduate division winner is violinist Monika
Chamasyan from Yerevran,
Armenia. She is a member of
the music certificate program
and holds an undergraduate
degree from the Yerevran
State Conservatory.
Recently, Chamasyan won
the Ft. Wayne Philharmonic
Volunteers Young Artist
Competition in November.

She was also a prize winner
in the A. Aslamazian and A.
Gabrielian competition of
the young musicians of
Armenia. She studies violin
with Vasile Beluska.
Chamasyan will be performing the "Concerto in D for
violin and orchestra Op. 77"
by Johannes Brahms.
The same night, Iwona
Sowinska will be conducting
an overature to "The Merry
Wives of Windsor: by Otto
Nicolai.
Sowinska is a second-year
graduate student from
Poland. She will also conduct the pieces Gorretta is
performing.
Dr. Emily Freeman Brown
will conduct the Brahms'
violin concerto.

effort to provide
University student* something a little more than the
average eatmg experience,
they have planned something special on Feb. 6.
On that day, the employees at two cunpua eateries
will be hard at work to
bring us • Bob Marley
birthday celebration.
The event is honoring the
legendary reggae star that
died in 1981.
"Bob Marley-s Birthday
Lunch Celebration" can be
er*>yedatFounders
Keepers faod court. If you
can't make il to lunch,
"Bob Marley's Jamaican
Holiday Dinner" will be
served at McDonald's dining center. Both
celebrations are sure to be
a fun cultural atmosphere.

I the late star.
So, "get up, stand up" and
join in the Jamaican experience. For more
information, please cootact the University Dining
Services.

DMBDN Of StUDENT AW*S

THE CAMPUS BUZZ IS LOOKING FOR WRITERS!

For more information please contact.
Kevin Aeh:
kaehl213@aol.com

